
Chapter ll Negative Ground Di scharge 

· 1. Introrluct ion 

It is well known that thundercloud grown up to a matur e 
stage usually has a positive electr icity P (see Fig . 1) spr eading 
over the greater part of the top portion of a thunderclou( , and 
a negative electriclty N distributing in t he lower part of the 
forn1er . ln the distribution of the negative electr icity N, there 
i s a port on n with hi. gh electrica l charge density, which h.qs 
the from of a vertical column likely extending along a str ong 
upward converging air str ean1 in a thunderclouc~ . Further, in 
many of the th~~derclouds , a smal l positive electrical charge 
distributed round the bottom of the cloud, is to be net ected 
mostry at the portion j ust beneath the negative column n(l). 
Fig . 1 r epr esents the e lect r 1cal struc ture of an unrlisturbed 
cumul o-nimbus constructing a heat thunderstor m, ln gGneral , a 
lightning is a rischqr ge either breaking out between the two 
opposite e l ectr .. cal charge -~lstribut i ons (p,p) ~nd (N, n), or 
breaking out between (P ,p) or (N ,n ) , and the earth or the air 
surrounding a thundercloud. 
Therefore , the r i scharge can be classU . ed into two types, 
i.e ., a clcu~ diEcharge which break s out in~epen~ent of the 
earth, and a grounct cL. scharge, Ln which the earth per fo rn.s the 
fun ction of a dischargLng electro~e. 1t is i n no wAy difficult 
to classt fy the recorrle~ ~ schqrger intn t hese tw0 categories 
by invest.Lgst ng the short r <Jnge C\V r ec >r ,1 s , be(au.::e a .gr,,und 

Fig . l 
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discharge -always has the first ground stroke c mposed of stepped 
leader followed by a return stroke, while a cloud discharge 
lacks this structure except for an extra-ordinary case , The 
investigation of short range CW records , originating in 
lightning discharges within the distances about 6o km from the 
station, shows that 28 out of all the exarn.med 1293 CW's have 
intermediate characteristics lying between these two cRtegqries, 
and can not be classfied clearly. Of the remaining 1265 CW ' s, 
the ground discharges occupy about 24 %, and the cloud · 
discharges the remain.ing 76 % which point is indicated in the 
Table l. 

Table 1. 

~ Ground discharges Cloud discharges 

Percentage of 
the recordings 24.3 01 

/0 75.7 % 

Number of CW 

I 
records(*) 1265 

(*) Records originating in lightning discharges w~thin the 
range of distance about 60 km. 

As we shall see later (see Table l. Chapter III and Table 18~ 
Chapter IV), it will be reasonable to consider that most of the 
ground discharges break out between the charged column n and the 
earth, and most of the cloud discharged break out between p and n. 
The discharge between n and the earth lowers negative electrici ty 
(*) to the l ower portion of a thundercloud, therefore we shall 
term R discharge a negative one or a positive one according 3S 

the polarity of an eiectr1cal char ge lowered by a lightn ng 
discharge is negative or positive . Speaking of the polarity of 
a ground discharge, of course, both polarities are possible . 
However, a positive ground discharge breaking out between a small 
positive charge pocket p and the earth does not occur uaually 
except for the special case. We shall first C!escribe the nature 

' 

of the negative discharge for this reason. An electromagnetic 
field change produced by the first stroke of a gr ound discharge 
generally has the characteristics illustrqt~ri with the 
electrornBgnetic trigger waveforms in Fig, 2. (a). As the waveforms 
were recorded at dista-nces less, than 10 km frpm the discharges, 
the structure of the waveforms consists of a preliminary discharge, 
composed of lg, I , and L sections , and the follGwing return stroke 
R. The electromagnetic field changes due to ground strokes 

* to the earth , and the d ischarge between p and n lowers 
positive electricity 
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following to the first, on the other hand are of the nature 
illustrated with the CW r ecord in Fig. 2 (b) . This is a 
multiple ground discharge composed of four ground strokes I , 
II, III and Iv . Tne ground stroke I has just the same strcicture 
as the illustrated in Fig . 2 ~a) , the fo l1owing grounrl. strokec 
II , III and IV however, all are composed of a preliminAry dis
char ge vvithout Ig and l sections and the following return 
strok~ R. As the distance of the discharge is sufficiently 
shor t in t~is esse, the electr ostatic field changes due to the 
dart leaner L2, LJ and L4 of the following ground strokes 
all h ~ve t~e negative polarity, whi l e the e lectrostatic 
field change due to the stepped leader Ll of the first ~ troke 

repre sents the postive polarity. ln addition , several 
electrostat ic pulses marked withES are seenlying in the 
intervals between.- r ound strokes I, II , l.il and IV in Fig. 2 
(b) , whose meaning will be discussed later in Chapter IV . 
The electr omagnet ic field change pr oduced by a first str ke 
and the lightning luminosity change correspondingc to it are 
illustrated in Fig . 2 (c), which shows that there 8re 
appreciable light pulse emissions at times when the 
electromag~etic field change like lg or L or R sect ion comes 
out on the wavefor m. 

2 . The ground discharge initiated by a cloud discharge 

If an electrostatic field change is observed at a distance 
less than 5 - 6 km from a lightning discharge, some of the 
ground discharges give the electrostatlc field changes whose 
example is illustrated in Fig . J; The field change is 
repre sented by the envelope marked w:.. th cln arrow in the 
figure . As the record r epresents six stepwise field ch~nges , 
so it rr.ust correspond to a ground disch'lrge wj th six str okes . 
Except for the leader to .the first stroke , no leader field 
change is recor•'led in an appreciable magnitude, because the 
speed of playing back the recorded magnetic tape is 
insufficient to reproduce the fielH change ~ue to a dart 
leader of t}'l.e dura tion round l ms 'inspite of a high carrier 
f r equency 3 kc of the field meter in this case . Following 
VJhat Fig. 3 inr1icated , it is clear that the ground stroke 
I has the l eader Ll, however , despite of this , the discharge 
is not jnitiated with t his Ll, but initiated with a 
discharre precedlng L1 . Let us denote the first leader duration 
measvred on an electrostatic field meter recor d as ·T 1 , and 
the tln1e interval between the in . tiation of a grounG 
disch3rge and th"lt of the first return str oke measured em the 
same record as Tpp. Of course, it is not always pos sible 
to separate TL from Tpp on the electrostatic field change 
record of a ground discharge, however , it is in no way 
difficult to find a record which enables us to do it . Fig . 
3 is an example of such a case . Let us assume the exiEtence 
of a d is charge preced ~ ng the pre lim1.nary discharge because 
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Tpp seems usually to be much longer than T1, and t erm it a 

F is 3 

( 1957 .8 . 9 17 h 15 m H-20 db) 

Fig . 4 (a) 

Number of recor d 96 
Median value 177 ms 
Year of the observation 
1956, 1957 

r-; 
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Tpp 

(a) Hystogr am of pre- preliminar y discharge dur a tion measure~ 
on e lectrostatic field meter recor ds . 
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pre-prelimi~ary discharge . 
To see the relation between a preliminar y dischgrge and pre
preliminary discharge from the statistical stand- point of 
view, Tpp values* were measured on the respective records of 
electrostatic field changes due to 96 ground discharges 
o~curred within distances roughly less than 12 km f r om the r 

station . The hystogram of these Tpp values is represented 
in the Fig . 4 (a), the median value of which amounts to 177 ms. 

% 
50 - Fig . 4 ( b) 

0 50 100 
TigiL 

= 

Number of record 190 
Median value 25 . 0 ms 
Year of the observation 19 58 

( t 

150 200 ms 

(b) Hystogram of preliminary discharge duration (limited to the 
case of /3 type leader ) measured on CW r ecord of atmospherics. 

For the sake of comparison, the pre liminsry discharge duration 
TigiL (see Fig . 2 (a) ) has been measured on about 190 waveforms 
of the electr omagnetic fi e ld changes cue to ground di scharges 
and the statistical r esult of this measurement has been suntmariz
ed in the hystogr am representee in Fig . 4 (b) . The distribution 
gives a median va lue 25 .0 ms . The comparison of these two 
median values clearly gives the result Tpp)>TrgiL , which means 
that we must assume the existence of a pre- preliminary di·scharge 
to inter prete these large Tpp value. We shall fir st examine 

* The time length between the initiation of a ground discharge 
and the breaking out of the first return stroke has been measured 
irres~ective of the existence of a 1 fie ld change on an 
elect~ostatic field- meter record . 
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how many of the ground dischar ges being initiated r eally by 
a pre-preliminary r:lischar ge . As the waximun value of TigiL 
indicated in the distribution given by Fig. 4 (b) is 160 ms, 
a ground discharge with Tpp value greater than 160 ms must 
be considered to have a pr e-preliminary dischsrge . As the 
percentage number of the discharges with Tpp values exceeding 
160 ms, estiruated from ~he data of Fig . 4 (a) , is 53 . 2 %, 
hence at least 53 . 2% of all the gr ound 0ischarges recorded 
with our electrostAtic field meter must have each a pre
preliminary r1 ischarge. To see whether a pre-preliminary 
dischArge hss a special character or not, we have 
~ nvestigated the fine structure of it on the record of 
electr omagnetic field change due to a ground di scharge 
whoee pr eliminqry 'i~charge does not present itself till 
to the half way of the di scharge. However, we have not 
succeeded to find any special char acteristic other than thAt 
of an ordinary cloud discharge to exist in the initial 
port ion of the field changes. Therefore it will be reasonable 
to conclurle that a pre-preli1nnary discharge is nothing but 
a certaln cloud di schar ge preceding a ground dischar ge . 
Table 2 (a) shows the percentages of our electromagnetic 
records of ground discharges each initiated by preliminary 
discharge together with t hose of the r ecords of ground 
discharges each initiated by a c loud discharge year by year. 
The table tells that the percentages of these two do not 
vary in an appreciable magnitude from year to year. 
Coucerning the ground dischar~es each initiated by a cloud 
discharge, the percentage 24.5% given in the Table 2 (a), 
which has been obtained from electr omagnetic records, 
seems not to agree with the minimum DP.rcentage 53 . 2 % which 
has been obtained from electrostatic records. , However, ~his many not 
be attributed to the change in the waveform characteristics 
of electromagnetic field changes with the distance of 
propagation , because Table 2 (b) ahows, for example, that the 
occurrence frequency of the ground discharges each init:~ted 
by a cloud discharge does not vary in an appreciable manne'r. . . 
between the two ranges of pr opagat i on distances corresponding 
to the whole range of distances of Table 2 (a), i . e., 
the distances less than 4 km , and the distances lying between 
20 and 50 km. Therefore it is not reasonable to think that 
the diffifulty of r ecording the electromagnetic w.g,veforrn of a 
pr e- preliminary discharge increAses with the increase ir. 
propagation distance, anrl an appreciable part of ground discharges 
each initiated by a pre-prelirr,in~::try di sch.arge will likely 
be recorred as the ground discharges each initiat ed by a 
preliminary discharge as the propagation distance increases. 
Therefore the discrepancy between the percentage obtained 
from the electr omagnetic r ecor d and the obta ned f rom the 
electrostat1c record must be attributed to the diffe r ence of 
these two recorrl ing methorls. In thi s r e spect, the electrostatic 
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Table 2 (FI) 

Year of the observation 1956 1958 1959 Total 
-

Liround d~scharge initiated by 
a pre l iminary discharge 62.5% 70 .7% 76 .8% 75. 5% 
uround dl.scharge initiated by 
a cloud discharge 37 . 5% 29 . 3% 23 . 2% 24 . 5% 

* Nuber of records 8 44 237 289 

-~The dis t rmces of discharged are limited roughly withio 50 km 

Table 2 (b) . ~ . . . 

\Distance <. 4 km 20 - 50 km 
I 

[Gr ound ~ifcharge initiated by 
a preliminary discharge 74. 5% 76 .1% 

'Ground discharge initiated by 
a cloud discharge 25 . 5% 23 .9% 
I I Nuber of r ecords 51 96 

field-meter covers roughly the frequency range 0 - 1 kc, while 
the short r ange waveform recorder covers r oughly the frequency 
range 1 - 100 kc/sec. So that, despite of the great difference in 
the sensitivity of these two recorr1ers, it will not be unreasonable 
to co:1sj.der the existence of a pre- preliminary discharge which 
is r ecordable with one of the two recorders but not r ecordable 
with the other r ecor der . If v.e consider the difference in the 
frequency characteristics between the two recorders as the most 
important factor, the pre-preliminary discharge must be cosidered 
principall y being composed of a discharge which has a 
duYation of the order of 10 ms at l east , and which does not pr oduce 
apprec i able _radiation pulses with the frequency spectrum, the main 
part of . which distributes in the r<:~nge 1- 100 kc/sec . This 
megns that a pr e- preliminary discharge is likely a silent discharge 
with no-appreciable radiation of pulses with such frequency 
spectru~s and amplitudes that it turns out very difficult to 
record them with our short range waveform recorrler . This 
condii:.ou may be satisfiad, if a pre - pr eliminary discharge might 
be ccrnpos~d of glow dischar ges of glow- cor ona disch3rges, but it 
is the problem of the future investigation to clear out this 
point. 

As we h"'ve already investigated, the pre- preliminary '1 ischarge 
is a clo1..:d discharge which precedes a ground discharge . Le us 
consine::.~ here \':hether the pre- preliminary !•ischarge can be 
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interpreted as the random overlapping of a preceding cloud 
discharge with an independent ground disch::lrge. The duration 
TG of the ground disoharge inistiated by a pre-preliminary 
discharge and the duration T of the corresponding pre- preliminary 
discharge were measured ori the same electromagnetic waveforms 
and then a probability distribution of the value Tp/TG = CG 
the normalized duration of a pre-preliminary disch::lrge, have 
been calculated. Fig. 5 (a) shows the result of this 
calculation. If it is allowed to replace the probability 
distribution curve with a straight line indicated in the 
figure, the statistical meart value of duration of the pre
preliminary discharges ~ill be 0,25*. Table 3 represents the 
statistical estimation of·durations of a lightning discharge 
obtained from the investigation of the data of CW and 

Table 3 

. 
Cloud Lightning ! Ground 

discharge discharge discharge 
Duration of discharge(*) 

( IV!edian value) 66o ms 380 ms 480 ms 

Number of reroros 187 1195 328 

( -l<-) Statics of recor<is of the lightning luminosity change 
the data of lurninesity changes. As the median value of the 
ground discharge duratlons indicated in the Table 3 is 660 ms, 
the statistical dur ation of a pre-preliminary discharge will 
be 660 x 0.25 ~ 165 ms. In contrast to this, the t ime 
intervals between two successive lightning discharges 
measured on CW records give the probability distribution 
represented in Fig. 5, from which a statistical mean 
va lue of about 2 .7 sec. is to be obtained. 
Exactly speaking, this is not equal to the statistical mean 
of the time intervals between the beginning points of two 
successive lightning discharges , nevertheless it will not 
result in a serious error, as the first approximation, 
to take the above 2 . 7 sec as a statistical mean of the time 
intervals in the above sense, beause the medi::ln value of 
lightning discharge duration 0.48 sec (see Table 3) is 
sufficiently shorter than the median value 2 . 7 sec of the 
time intervals beiween two successiv~ lightni ng discharges 
(·see Fig. 5 (b) ) . Therefore we can see that the statistical 
mean of the durAtions of pre- prelimin3ry discharges differs 

* The statistical mean of a probability di s tribution is given by 
the r eading of the absissa corresponding to the point , where 
the reading of the ordinate r educes to l/e of its initial 
reading. 
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% 
100 l 

:: 

0 . 5 

Fig . 5 

Statistical mean value 0 . 25 
Number of records 78 
Gain of the short range 
~aveform r ecor der 10, 20 , 30 db 
Distance of dischar ges 13ss than 
50 km 

0 

1.0 
Duration of normalized pre- preliminary discharge . 

(a) Probability distribation of durAtion of pre- prE:liminAry 
dischar ge. 
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from that of the time interval between two successive 
discharge beginnings by the magnitude roughly of one 
order. This l eads to the conclusion that a pre
pre liminary discharge is not produced by an accidental 
partial overlapping of a cloud discharge with a euocesive 
but independent discharge, but it is a cloud discharge 
l eading a ground discharge, therefore these two must 
have a very close causality with respect to the 
initiation of a ground discharge, 
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3. Structure of a preliminary discharge 

(A) Ignition of a ground discharge 

As we hsve seen in Section 2, at l east 53 % of the 
ground discharges recorded with our field-meter are initiated 
each by a pre-preliminary discharge. But it will be r esonable 
to consider th~t the c irect ignition of a discharge is performed 
by a preliminary discharge in spite of the existence of a pre
preliminary rlischarge, because there are grounr' dischl'!rges, each 
of which is not initiated by a pre-preliminary discharge , 
whereas we can not find any ground discharge lacking a 
preliminary dischqrge on the CW r ecords so far obtained . 
Our investigation further shows that the greater portion 
of the CW records of a preliminary di scharge are each 
constructed of three sect1ons , Ig, 1 and L, (see Fig. 2 (a) 
or of two sections, Ig and L, except for a few cases which 
seem to have no Ig section. Ther efore we may consider that, 
the direct ignition of a typical ground discharge is 
actually performed by the discharge, corresponding to Ig 
section which will be termed " the igniting discharge 11 of a 
ground discharge hereafter. 
The photographic investigatiop of lightning flashes made by 
Schonland and his colleagues \3)led them to the conclusion 
that a multiple ground discharge is generally composed of 
the repetition of a leader return stroke combination, in 
other words, a ground discharge must be initiated by a stepped 
l eader mechanism . These two electromagnetic and photographic 
r esults lead us to the conclusion that a preliminary discharge 
is nothing other than a stepped l eader rrfcess or the former· 
includes the latter as a portion of it. , This point will 
be touched later on once more. The electromagnetic field 
changes due to ingiting discharges, recorded wi'th the 
trigger method , can be the classified into the following 
three categories , the examples of which are illustrated 
in r'ig . 6. 

(i) Leader pulse type : Composed of a series of pulses, 
in which positive large pul~es with the differ ential waveform 
are repeated at time intervals ranging 50 - 110 micro-sec. 
ln many cases the amplitud&s of the pulses reduce gradually 
from the waveform head to the tail of it, ann further, the 
pulse intervals of more than 110 micro-sec, measured at the 
waveform hea , also reduce towards the tail, where they reach 
the values roughly ranging 50 - 60 micro-sec. 
(Fig . 6 (a) ) 

(ii) High f requency type : Composed of a group of small 
pulses, the repetition frequency of which is not lessthan 50 kc 
at least, and which indicates somewhat less clear stepped 
leader char acteristics than the case (i) The amplitude of 
each pul ses forming a group is generally smaller than that 
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Fig. 6. ( 19 57. 8 ) 
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of the case (i). 
(iii) Type lacking l eader pulses: Small number of minor 

amplitude pulses with the differential waveform appear at 
random. The sign of the small pulses is not kept the same 
throughout the duration of this waveform. (Fig. 6 (c) ) 

These observational fa r ts obtained form the mea 2urement 
of trigger waveforms lead us to the presumption th~t many of 
the ground discharges whose preliminary discharge dose not 
seem to have a clear Ig section should be regarded to belong 
to type (iii). The occurrence fre~uencies of these three types 
of ignit ~ng discharges ar e represented in Table 4, which 
indicates that 68 % of the recorded igniting discharges 
are the leader pulse type and composed of a typical pulse train 
th"lt indicats the discharge mechanism of a clear [tepped 
leader, 22 % of them are the high frequency type indicating 
a discharge mechanism with somewhat less clear stepped leader 

Table. 4. 

Distance of 
Types of igniting ~ischarges 

Discharges Leader pulse High frequen Lacking 
cy pulse leader pulse 

7 - 12 km. 17 3 2 
15 - 60 km . 10 6 2 
80 - 150 km. 23 7 4 

Total number of 
waveform r ecor ds 50 16 8 

Percentage 67 . 6% 21.6% 10.8 % 

structure and the rema1n1ng 10 % are the one without any clear 
pulse indicating a discharge mechanism other than a stepped 
leader , Therefore it is evident that the greater part of 
igninting discharges more of less _ have a dischar·ge mechanism 
of just the same characteristics as the typical stepped 

! 

l eader preceding a return stroke. But it must be noticed that 
there are at least 10 % igniting discharges which have no stepped 
leader structure . If we exclude the type (iii) out of the 
category Ig, about 90 % of preliminary discharges must be 
initiated each a Ig discharge, whereas the remaining 10 % 
by a L discharge . 

We shall next investigate the mechanism of the igniting 
discharge , If we record the waveforms of electromagnetic field 
changes due to a ground discharge breaking out at distance 
roughly less than 10 km, the field chqnge corresponding 
to the igniting discharge Ig will have the waveform illustrat
ed in Fig. 2 (a), in which the electrostatic omponent of the 
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field changes is overlapped with the radiation component 
composed of a clear pulse train. These records is the ftgure 
were obtained with the waveform r ecorder with a time 
constant roughly comp~rable with the duration of an igniting 
discharge ( see Table 14, II 4A), but if we r ecord the fie ld 
change due to an Ig discharge with a waveforn. recorder with 
a small time constant for example 300 micro- sec, at an 
ap9ropriate amplifier gain the waveform of the electromagnetic 
field change will have the structure illustrated in Fig . 7, 
in v:hich (a) represents a combination of positive radiation 
pu}_ses with a positive electro;:;tatic field change, and (b) 

Fig . 7 

Time --~ 

(a) (b) 

a co·nbination of negative radiation pulses v1ith a negative 
e l ectrostatic field change. The broken line r e presents the 
waveform which will be obtained when the wavefor m r ecorder 
hns a time constant being long enough in comparison with 
t he duration of an Ig field change . However , the recorder 
adopted by us has a time constant 300 micro- sec ., so the 
I =; e lectrostatic field change r ecor ded by our instrument 
t Jkes the form of an electr ostatic pulse, i. e ., the 
,-,aveform illustrated with the full line in the Fig. 7 . We 
shall t erm this kind of puL=·"'S "an ES pulPe " hereaf ter, 
the actual examples of which are illustrated in Flg . 2 ("b) . 
As the polarity of an £S pulse may be inferred to r e late 
t o the locally limited vertical movement of electricity 
v1hich contributes to a small portion of a lightning 
discharge, so it will be possible statistically to make 
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clear the movement of the electr icity due to a ignit ing 
discharge, when we investigate the polarities of ES pulses 
relating to the Ig dischar ges appearing in several ranges 
of distances . 
Following this principle we have investigated the relation 
between the distance of a ground discharge and the 
polarity of ~S pulses corresponding respectively to lg and 
L sections on the typical waveform of preliminary dischqrges, 
the result of which i s summarized in Table 5. Accor ding 
to what the table indicates, the polarity of the ES pulse in 
the Ig section , and that in the L sect ion , both change their 
signs f r om negative to positive with th~ ~ncr~ase in distances, 
In fact, the ES pulse polarity in the L' section varies from 
negative to positive , when the distance is increased beyond 
4 - 5 km, whereas the 0S pulse polarity in the Ig section 
varies from negative to positive when the distBnce is 
increased beyond 7 - 8 km . This indicates that the lg 
discharge appears verticall y at the higher altiturle than 
that of the L discharge . 

Table 5. 

Polarity cf electro-
static field change Distance of discha r ge 

' 
I 

lg L I Less than I 4 - 8 km . I 8 - 20 km. 
Section Section I 5 km . I I 

l 
I 

Negative Nepative 1 0 
I 

I 0 

Negative Positive 14 11 0 

Fosi tive rositive 1 9 17 

No chAnge Fositjva 10 -2 2 

No change No ··change 2 8 45 

r. 
Totol number of data 28 30 64 

L_--. 

The bight of an lg discharge can be estimaterl from the knowlecge 
about the heights of successive strokes of a multiple ground 
discharge , Table 6 shows the stBtistical r elation bet~een the 
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polarity of ~S pulses in the Ig section and the distance of the 
discharge, To obtain this table the ~S pulse has been measured 
on the wavefor m of a preliminary discharge with a clear Ig 
section, and the distance of the discharge has been eatimated 
from the knowledge about the relation between the stroke order 
and t he discharging ~eight of each stroke composing a multiple 
ground discharge,(6) ; and from the knowledge about the stroke 
order after which the electrostatic field change due to a leader 
turns its polarity from positive to negative. As it has already 
been toucb.ed briefly, the table indicates clearly that an 
e lectrostat ic field change due to a igniting discharge changes 
its polarity from negativ~"·\o . rosi tivG as the distance of a 

Table 6. 

I £-'c larity of .t.S 
puls in Ig Distance of discharges 

~ection L8SS---:ulan 5 - 6 km Round llQ - 15 \12 - 25 4 km 7 km km kDi -

l'osi tive (+) 0 % 0 % I 16.7 % 57.5% 83 .3 ~; 
Negative (-) 52.7 (J/ 65 .7 % 

I 
29 .2% 3.8 % 0 % JO 

Negative 
followed by 15 .7 % 12.4 % 

I 4.4 % 0 % 0 % positive Ct=) 

Polarity can 
not be determ- 31 . 6 % I 21.9 
ined 

% 50 .0 % 38. 5 ~ 16.7 % 

I 
I 
I 

Total numbe r of 
19 24 26 data 32 

ground dischar ge incr~J ases . I\rloreover neither a r ecord of 
positive. field change 'lt dist:=tnces less than 5 - 6 krr. , .nor 
a r ecord of negat i ve field change at distances larger than 
15 km h9S been found through- out our investiga~ion of the 
lg wavefor ms . Following these observational facts, ~e may 
be able to reach the conclusion that an igniting discharge 

6 

can be repbced wi th a rlischarge composed of a v8rtic:'ll di pole 
insire a thun0erclou? , the negative e l ectrical charge of 
which occupies the upper poslton , an ~ the positive charge 
of which the lower position . ~e shall term a dipole with 
this polarity a negative one. In aodit i on , there is a 
minority of ~S pules , which have the polarity indicated 
as "negative followed by posl tive 11 in the Table 6. The 
meaning of.this polqr ity is as f ollows,When an electrostatic 
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field change due to a vertic3.l ntovernent of negative 
electricity is r ecorded with a field- meter placed 
insioe the fie ld reversal r ange of the discharge, the 
record of the field meter will have minimum on it. Tiis 
point is illustrated by the broken line in Fig . 8 . If the 
field chAnge with a minium point on it is r ecoreded with 
a short range waveform_ r ecorder with a time constant, for 
example, 300 micro-~ec , it will t~ke the waveform indicated 
by the full line in the figure, and have the structure of a 
pulse with a minimum followed by a maximum This is the 
ES pulse which we have termed negative fo llowed by positive(+ ) 
in the Table 6. The table shows that the occurrence frequency 
of +type .c.,;:, pulse decreases with the increase in the 
distance of a discharge from the observation station. In spite 
of our careful investigation of the CW records so far 
obta ined, we could not find any ES pulse of the -~tyfe 
This means that the liniting discharge doest not performerl 
by a vertic~l movellient of positive e l ectricity, but by a 
vertic11l movement of negative electricity. Therefore we 
may conclur1e thRt the negative ve rtical dipole discharge 
performs the role of igniting a ground disch;nge is produced 
by the downward movement of negative electricity, i. e ., by 
a negative streamer moving downward . As we have investigated 
aobve , about 68% of the igniting discharges r ecorded by the 
t rigger metho~ are of leader pulse type . To see the structure 
of this type optically, we investig~ted many pairs 9f 
simultaneous records of a preliminary dischargers , repr esenting 
the luminosity change and the corresponding electromagnetic 
field change respectively, and have reached the r esult that it 
is b y no means difficult to find a pair of recorr.s in w~ich 
the light pulses caught by the luminosity change recorder 
c learly correspond one by one to the ES pulses as well as to 
the :.:ad i ation pulses on the waveform of the electromagnetic 
field change, Fig. 9 illustrates a typical example o: these 
cases . This correspondence of each light pulse with the 
respective ES pul se and with the res-ptctive radiation pulse 
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in the Ig ~ection is nothing other than wh~t indicates t he 

Fig . 9 

A pa ir of simultaneous records of an Ig discharge 

El ectromagnetic waveform 

Luminosity waveform 

fact that a l eader pulse type igniting discharge must 
have the structure of a stepped l eader. 

As it has laready been pointed out, a ground discharge 
usua lly br eaks out between the electricity connentrated at 
the lower-most part of a negatively changed column n (see 
Fig , ' l. ) , ~nd the positive electricity on the earth ' s surface , 
so i t will be reasonable to consider that a negative vert Lcal 
dipole which ignites a ground discharge is composed of a 
negative elctrical charge connentration at the lowest portion 
of the negative colum nand a positive electrical char ge concentra
tion p existing ·i'lfl the minor positive chqrge distr ibution. round 
the base of the cloud , becquse the negat t ve ch3rge of a negative 
vertical r, ipole must oc·cupy the upper electrode of it . 

Following the r esults so for obtained , the mechanism 
of t he ignition of a ground discharge will be as fo llows : 
At l east about 90 % of ground discharges are i nitiated by an 
e lectrical break- down at the lowermost portion of the negat: ve 
coluu1n n , and then a negative streamer which has more or less 
the str ucture of a stepped l eader runs down f roru the position 
of the break- down toward the posit ive e l ectrical char ge 
concentration p . This is the structure of a typical igniting 
discharge deduced from the statistical investigation of 
electrowagnetic waveforms . 
The ignit1ng discharge thus developed may be expected to 
cease its progress when the steamer r eaches the posit1ve 
e l ect rical charge p, after which the preliminary dischar e 
nill enter either into to the I section , a dischar ge with 
a slow dischar ging rate or to the L section , a stepped 
l eader pr ocess progressing from p t owar ds the ear th ' s surface 
ac cording to circumstances . 
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(B) Types of preliminary dischar_ges 

The photographic investigation of lightning flashes made 
by Schonland and his comerades (3 , 11) indic3ted the existence 
of two categories of stepped l eaders, i.e., a type which dose 
not change its characteristics throughout the period of 
progr ession, and ~type which changes its characteristics when 
the leader passes through a space charge existing closed 
beneath the bt:1se of a thundercloud. According to what we 
have touched breifly in the previous paragraph (A), the 
preliminary discharge of a gound discharge should be inferred 
to have a close relation with the process of a stepped l eader. 
Ther efor the electromt:lgnetic waveofrrns of preliminary discharges 
should be expected being classifiable into these two categor ies . 
As described in the Par agraph (A) about 90% of the recorded 
waveforms of preliminary · ischarges each are constructed 
either of Ig, I and L sectione or of Ig and L sections, a~d 
the r ema ining 10 % of them, seem to be composed only of L 
section. It will be reasonable to infer that a preliminary 
discharge is developed actually by the a ora/3 type stepped 
leader process, when the electromagnetir:: waveform of it has 
no I section and the transition from Ig to L is so smooth that 
a definite boundary can hardly be drawn between these two 
(a, or a~, type ) , or when the waveform is composed only of 
L section ( a type) • As for the ~ type, the wavefor m of a 
preliminary di scharge must change its characteristics on 
half way of it rather abruptly and clearly, moreover it should 
not have aLy measurable section intermediate characteristics, 
if we attempt to · let the ~ type preliminary discharge defined 
from the nature of electromagnetic waveforms exactly to 
correspond to the type stepped l eader investigated with the 
pothographic method. The reason of this is that the Boys 1 

camera photograph of a # type stepped l eader generally dose not 
indicate auy pause of the leader progression existing at its 
transional point . Therefor, if the electromagnetic waveform 
of a preliminary discharge has no measurable I section, and the 
d ifferences in characteristics between Ig and L sect~ons are 
remarkable, and moreover, the transition from lg to L is . 
consider ably abrupt that it is possible to draw a boundary ~ 
between these two, then the preliminary discharge may be __ 
regarded exactly to correspond to a # type stepped leader. 
But, if we attach a great importance to the point that the 
change in characteristics from Ig to L muft be clear, a 
preliminary rl ischarge producing a wavefor m composed of Ig , I 
and L sections must be regarded as to correspond to a variation 
of the /3 type stepped leader, provided the differences in 
characteristics between Ig and L sections being appr eciable . 
Let us term this type preliminary discharge as the 
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/3 type,* even through an appreciable portion of the prelin,inary 
discharges inclurled in this category might be of very different 
nature from the photographic conception of the 13 type stepped 
leader. ~ig . 10 prepresents three probability distributions 
of stepped leader durations: Curve (I) represents the case of 

/3 type preliminary discharge durat i on TigL (time length from 
the beginning of Ig to the end of measured on the CW record 
mixed with /3 1 type preliminary discharge duration TiglL, Curve . 
(II) the case of a or a/3 type preliminary discharge duration TigL 
mixed with a type preliminary disch:uge duration TL (the case of 
the waveforms Laking Ig section), and Curve (III) the result of 
the photographic measurement (4) of stepped leader durations 
including both a and /3 types. The agreement of the Curve (I I) 
with the Curve (III) indicated in the figure is fairly well, and 

.the situation is not changed even when we consider the distribution 
of fJ type preliminary discharge duration TrgL instead of the 
Curve (II). This means that the probability distribution of 
duration-of preliminary discharges which lack I or Ig section 
is practically identical with that of stepped leaders measured 
on Boys' camera photographs, in other words, a stepped leader 
caugh by ~he photographic method must correspond either 
to a IgL type preliminary discharge, or to a 1 type 
preliminary discharge, or accordingly to the L section of a 
Igil type preliminary discharge. The disagreement between the 
Curve (I) and the Curve (III) must, therefor, be attributed 
to th8 influence of Igil type, i.e., 13 ' type preliminary 
dischc;rges, becuase the Curve (lil) is concerned with the 
preliminary discharges which lack at least I section whereas 
the Curve (I) includes· the preliminary discharges composed of 
the three sections Ig, l and L. To know the occurrence 
frequency of these two types of stepped l eaders, we . 
investigated year by year the recorded percentages of the two 
types: on the trigger wav.eforms of ground discharges , the result 
of which is repre sented in the rable 7. The table indicates 
that the occurrence fr equency of 13 type stepped leader in 
the wider sense is 5 ~ 9 time larger than that of a type 
stepped l eader. This will be one of the most important 
reasons, why a Boys' camera photograph indicating the fine 
structure of a stepped leader process has not been obtained 
in our country till to the pre.snet. Another reason why a Boy' s 
camera photograph indicating clear steppings in the upper-end 
portion of a lightning channel, from where the Ig section of 
the waveform of a preliminary discharge like ly originates, 
(see Fig. 9) could not be recorded in our country, seems to 
depend on the altitude of a thundercloud base r e l ative to that 
of the positive elect~ical charge concentration p·contributing 

* In practice most of the Ig!L type preliminary discharges 
recorded by us ar e to be classified into the category of 

/3 1 type , 
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to l g discharge , 
Table 7. 

Year of the Types of s t epped l eader Number of 
observation dnta 

.. 
a type f3 or f3 ' typE type 

1956 ll, 8 % 58.8 % 29.4% 17 
1957 8 • .3 % 77.0 % 14.7 % 156 

Total 8.7 % 75 . 1 % 16. 2 % 17.3 

Table 8 (a) 

Place of the !Vtean altitude of Number of the 
observation thundercloud base data 

Iv1aebasi l.l km. 
i~ ~ l) Kew 1.0 km. 6) Johanesburg 2.1 km, lO .3, 

Table 8 , (b) 

Place of the Ivlean altitude of a Number of data 
observA.tion positive electrica l 
, charge p 

Mea basi 2 . .3 km .* 19 ( 6) Johanesburg 1.4 ·km . ll 

* See Table 16 

Table 8 (a) and (b) represent the r esults of estimation of mean 
altitude of thundercloud base and those of mean alti t ude of 
positive e lectrical charge concentration p at a f ew pl Rces in the 
world, The data at Kew in England have been obta ined from 
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Simpson's altielectrographic measurerr1ent of thunderclouds( 1). 
and the date 9t Joh8nesburg in South Africa are referred to 
the photographic measurement of ~~ghtning flashes made by 
Schonland and his coleagues ~?~ , .J The altitude of a 
thundercloud base at Maebasi in our country was measured with 
ballopn and telescope method by the staffs of the lhaebasi 
Meteorological Observatory and the data in the table were 
kindly offered to us. The Maebasi data given in the table 
8 (b) is referred to the result which will be obtained 
through the discussions in the Section 4, A. Table (a) 
combined with Table (b) clearly indicates the point that the 
relation between the altitude of a thundercloud base and that 
of positive e l ectrical charge p is just reversed bet~een 
Maebasi and Johanesuburg, even though we consider the 
differences in the methor of measurements between Maebasi 
c.nd ,Tohanesburg, which ·r esulted in the table (b). At. Maebasi, 
the alti~udo of a thunnercloud base is generally lower th3n 
than of the positive electrical charge center p, so that it 
will ve very difficult in this district to photograph the Ig 
porticm of a fJ type stepped leader, which must be inferred 
to take place between the lowrmost part of the negative column 
n and the positive electrical charge 6enter p in a 
thundercloud (see Fig . l ). At Johanesburg, however, the 
altitude of a thundercloud base is usually higher than 
that of positive electrical. charge center p, so that it 
~ill be in no way difficult, even if not easy, .to. obtaip 
such a fJ type stepped leader photograph. These two re.e.sons 
combined with a high humid climate in summer in the N,aebasi 
d ist:.·id, which will limite the visibility range and with 
the minority of thunderstorm days in our country probably 
make.it very difficutl to obtain a photograph of the ~ 
type 0t epped leader indicating clear step processes . 
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(c) Pulsive str uctur e of the electr om11gnetic 
waveform of 11 prelimin1ry discharge 

. As we have already i nvest igated , if we succeed t o record 
simultaneously the electr omagnetic field change and the lightning 
luminosity change due to the Ig por tion of a pr eliminary 
discharge under a very favorable condition it is easy to find 
the one by one correspondence exist i ng between the electromagnetic 
r adiation pulse and the lgith pulse (see Fig . 9 II 2(A) ). 
Concerning this point Schonland (7) repor ted that the aver age 
tlme interval between electr omagnetic pulsations of the 
preliminary field changes agrees fairly well with the average 
of the photographically measur ed intervals between steps of a 
first leader. 
To see this point more comprehensive, the time intervals 
between staps h3ve been measur ed on few stepped leader 
photographs r ecor eded by us together with those obtained a t 
Socorro in the United States in 1958 and kindly offered to 
us from Dr. Kitagawa . Next, the t ime length needed for a 
stepped leader to progr ess f rom a cloud base to the earth 
was measured on a moving photograph along the t runk of a 
ground stroke and divided into ten sections . Then the step 
time i ntervals involved in each of these ten sections have been 
averaged section by section . The var iation char acterisrics 
os ste p intervals with the yr ogr ess of a s tepped l eader have 
been obtained on each stepped l eader photograph in this way . 

The variation char acteristics of step intervals thus 
obtained for each leader have been averaged between t he l eaders 
of the same category , the r esult· of which is represented in 
Fig . 11 (a ) and (b). · In the figure , (a) r epr esents the 
case of a type stepped l eader and (b) the c11se of a{J type 
stepped leade;r - an intermediate one between a type and (3 type . 
In the case of (3 type stepped l eader it is very difficult to 
measure exac t time intervals 
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be t ween steps in the later half section of the photographic 
image , i . e ., aft er the occurr ence of variation in the leader 
s tructur e , ther efor e the t ime ·l engt h corresponding to the 
distance between the cloud base and the variatton point of 
the str ucture was divided into 5 sections . The var iation 
of step inter vals wit h the leader progress in the initial 
port ion of it has been measur ed in the sarrte way as before , 
the result of which is represented in Fig . lJ (c) . I t is 
ver y clear that the step interva l s generally become small er 
and approach to a normal value*, r oughly 70 micr o- sec . , as 
t he l eader advances f r om the cloud base to the gr ound , and this 
tendency is not chRnged from a leader type to another . 
Therefore the step time intervals in the por tion of a stepped 
leader close to the cloud base are gener ally lar ger than 
the normal value , and it is not selcl.orrt that they actually 
exceed 100 micro- sec . , which seems to indicate that a stepped 
leader has its step intervals prolonged when it take vlace 
inside a thunder cloud . However , when the leader once steps 
out of the thunder cloud and trave l s the clear spa ce between 
cloud and ground , the intervAls reduce to a normal value round 
70 micro- sec . For the sake of comparison, the time duration 
of a preliminary rHscharge was measured on the electr omagnetic 
waveform of a gr ound discharge , and divided into t en sections . 
Then the time interval between success_;_ve radiati on pulses 
of appreciable amplitucl.es occurring in each sect ~on were 
aver aged section by sect~on. The variation characteristics 
of the intervals between these appreclable pulses w th the 
progress of a prelimin~ry rl i ::: charge h:J.s been Averaged 
between the same type preliminary oisch8rges. The r esult 
is in0icated in Fig . 12 , in whirh (a) represent the L type 
preliminary discharge, (b) the lgL type preliminary 
discharge , and (c) the lgil type prelimlnary discharge 
respective ly . we cB.n clearly see that thE: manner in which 
the tin1e intervals between r 8cl.iation pulses with appreciable 
amplitudes varies with the development of a preliminary 
discharge (Fig . 12) is just the same as t hat of the step 
intervals (F8g . 11) . 
ln great many cases the pulse intervals in the initial 
portion o~ the Ig section of preliminary disch3r ge 
usually have the values ranging from 100 to 150 micro-sec . , 
which S88lliS to correspond fairly well with the step 
intervals occurring in the portion of a stepped leader 
near to the c loud base quantitatively. 
But the normal radiation pulse intervals appearing in the 
later L section of the pr eliminary di sch8rge are seen to 

* The median value of the step time intervals measured on all 
our stepped l eader photographs . The average value of same 
dat a is roughly 50 micro- sec . 
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10 

Cl~ud 
base 

GD . IGILR Type ( /3
1 

Type) 
Mean leader duration 

TrgiL 45 . 2 ms 
No . of leader waveforms 

N = 8 

take the values 40 - 50 micro- sec . which is smaller than the 
norma l value of the former case, i . e . , the value ob~ained 

with the photographic method . This point will be touched 
later once more . The incr ease in pulse intervals 
existing in the mid~ le portion of the leader duration 
{F i g . 12 {c) ) cor responds to the I section , in which it 
i s r ather difficult to measure pulse intervals , bec·ause 
the section usua lly involves many unmeasurable small 
~mplitude pulsations except for sma ll number of narrowly 
measurable ones . 
Accor r) ing to what 1J11e have investigated in the pr evious 
paragraph (B), it to clear that the three types of 
preliminqry •' ischar ges must have a close correspondence 
with the thre_ types of stepped leaders . 
This point has been surrunarized in the Table 9. Following 
the above i dea , (a), {b) and (c) of Fig . 12 should be 
inferred to correspond to the case of atype stepped leaner, · 
the case of f3 type stepped leader rliixed with a type stepped 
leader, and the case of f3 1 type step_IJed leader reslJectively . 
From this it follows that the step inter vals of a f3 type 
leader along the trunk of the leader statisti cally tend 
t o a t tain the nor mal value toward , the end of the Jeader 
advance , and it seems that no appreciable differ ences 
exist between the L sect1.on of an a type leader 
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Table 9. 

Types of 
Types of preliminary discharges stepped l eaders 

IgiL type (Leader composed of three f3 1 type ( f3 type with 
sections Ig, I and L) long duration 

IgL type With a sharp t r ansition f3 type· 
(Leader from Ig to L 
lacking I) 

With a intermediate 
transition from afJ type 
Ig to L 

With a gradual a type transition from lg to L 

L type (Leader lacking Ig and L) a type 

(Fig. 12 (a)) and that of a/3 1 type leader, (Fig. 12 (c)). 
'I'his point will be touched once more in the following 
discussion. The above result combined with the evidence, 
already obtined from the photographic investigation of the 
stepped leaders, seems to lead us to the conclusion that 
statistically no appreciable difference is existing between 
the step structure of ct. type leaders and that of {3 type 
leaders so far as the step intervals being concerned. So that 
the principal reason, why the step structure of a f3 type 
stepped leader can not clearly be photographed with a flash 
resolving camera once after the variation of the step 
structure having been occurred , should not be Sc8ked 
in the increase in the frequency of step streamer 
repetition, but it must be attributed to the decrease in 
the brightness of each step streamer, i . e ., to the decrease 
in the intensity of luminosity pulsations . Moreover 
difficulty to photogr8ph the step structure of a f3 type 
leader after the variatio:1 of the structure may be enahced 
by the decrenso in each step length. 

To identify quantitatively the step intervals with the 
radi ation pulse intervals frc:n a statistical stand point of 
view: t~e probcbU: .c_, :.:i.st:·~-'~ -_tions of the step intervals in 
the three types of stepped lenders hnve been calculated. 
The results are represente d in Fig, 13, in which (a) is 
concerned with L section and probably corresponrls to a type 
stepred leaoers, nnd (b) with lg section and corresponds 
to the initial portion of stepped leaders. In Fig, 13 (a) , 
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the distributions (I) and (II) are obtained both from the date 
of short range atmospheric waveforms, and the distribution (III) 
from the data of flash photographs . The distribution (I) 
represents the radiation pulse intervals in the L section of 

a type preliminary discharges, and (II) the pulse intervals 
in the L section of (3 type preliminary discharges. The fairly 
well coincidence between these two distributions (I) and 
(II) shows that any appreciable statistical difference in the 
step intervals can not be found between the L section of an 
a type leacter and that of a# type leader. This is just the 

same conslusion as that alreay obtained in the previous 
discussion . The distribution III represents, on the other hand , 
the case of the photographic r ecord of a type stepped learler. 
As the figure indicateds , Curve (I) or (II) and Curve (III) 
may be considered being roughly parallel with each other. 
This paralleli~m indicates that the probability of 
occurrence of a radiation pulse interval value and that of 
occurrence of a step interval value is identical with each 
other, L, e ., the radiation pulse on the electromagnetic 
waveform and the step structure on the photographic record 
comes from the same origin, Therefor it must be concluded 
that the radiation pulses with appreciable amplitudes 
appearing in the preliminary discharge portion of a ground 
discharge must each correspond to a step streamer involved 
in a stepped leader, The fact that Curve (I) or (Il)does 
not fully coincide with Curve (III) in spite of their 
parallelism seems to come from the shortage of the 
available photographic record of the leaders , as well as 
from the procedure of selecting of the photogrBphic r ecor d which 
are sui ted for the step interval rae8sure·ments . These 
factors combined with relatively lower time r esolving power 
of the flash resolving camera in comparison with the tlme 
resolving power of the short range atmospheric waveform 
recorded with a fast time sweep, tend to limit sn~ll step 
intervals being measured on the photographic record, 
therefor the step ,.nterval probability distribution 
calculated from the photographic data must be the one which 
will be obtained by neglecting those step intervals wh i ch 
have the smaller values than a certain threshold value. 
If the probability distribution plotted on a sen1i-logarithrnic 
scale takes the from of a straight line, we can expect 
theoretically a paral1elic:m of the two distributions, 
one inclu0lng all step intervals, the other excluding those 
intervals which have smaller value than a cert.<3.in 
threshold value . The probability distrioution of 
radiation pulse intervals l n the Ig section of a prelimi nary 
discharge are represented by Curves (I) of Fig . 13 (t), 
in which Curve (1) corresponds to the case of a type 
preliminary discharge and Curve (d) to the case of /3 type . 
The coincidence of these two Curves (I) and (11) is fairly 
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well, which inoicates no appreciable differences exisitlng in 
the lg section between a type and {3 type, so for as the 
radiation pulse intervals be _ng concerned . R8l~tlng Curves 
(I) and (II), we can separate two groups of radiat ion pulse 
intervals, i.e:, the minority group with long pulse 
intervals, the statistical mean value of which is 94 micro-sec . 
and the majority group with short pulse intervals, the statistical 
mean value of which is 42 micro-sec. If w0 compnir these two 
groups , which are involved in the Ig sections of the leader 
waveforms, with the step interval distribution in the initial 
section of f3 type leaders represented in Fig. ll (c), we 
can conclud that the minority group with long pulse intervals 

correspond to the initial portion of a Ig secion , and the 
majority group to the l ater half portion of it. 

The step interval probability distribution obta ined f rom 
the data of flas h photographs , on the other hand, is represented 
by Gurve (III) of the same figure. As Curve (III) is 
concerned with the initial portion of a f3 type or af3 type stepped 
leader, it is natural that the distrivution ( li1 ) really 
coincides with the distribution (I) and (II), however, the 
coincidence is limited only to the protion of the distribution 
correspond .ng to the m'3.jority group and the portion of the 
minority group is absent in the distribution (III). This 
probably means th ·1 t the minority group representing long ~tep 
intervals usually present themselves in the initial portion 
of a stepped l eader to ground, so that the group will almost 
always be hii1den inside the thunrlercloud and hardly be caught 
by the flash resolving ·camera. 
We have hitherto discussed the rad iation pulse intervals wi th 
appreciable amplitudes, i.e ., the pulses each radiated by a 
step streamer, and not touched on the small pul~ations wi th 
rather high repetition frequencies superposed on the 
series of step streamer pul sations . 'I'hese small pulsations 
appearing on the electromagnetic wavefor~ of a stepped leader 
generally increase its amplitude toward the end of t he lea r'Ier, 
and become very predominant espec i ally after the leader 
discharge having entered into the L section . (see Fig . 2 (a), 
( c) ) As it was described in one( 8) of our previous reports , 
the measurement of the frequency of these small pulse 
repetitions on the trigger waveform with 2 ms time sweep gives 
the value roughly amounting to 50 kc or more . This kind of· 
sn1all pulsations can , however , also be found on many 
waveforms of the dart l eaders precedlng the succeed .ng return 
strokes, or be found in association with some of the 
predominant pulses involved in cloud discharge waveforms, or 
being involved in a after discharge following to a retuen 
stroke. As the dischqrge mechanism relati ng to these latter 
three cases does not seem to posess a large scale stepwise 
structure, so the smsll pulsations appearlng on the waveform 
of a stepped leader must not come from a large scale stepwise 
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process cf the leader discharge. Therefor~ these small 
pulsations with high frequency of r epetitl.on generally may 
be attributed random secondar y small streamers - so to 
speak they woulc1 be a kind of cor ona streamers - supposedly 
occurrlng around the head portion of a completed return 
str oke . 

helatlng to the pr opagation characteristics of leader 
e l ectromagnetic wavefor nts , we have inves t igated the vBriation 
in the duration of lgll type preliminary dischar ge waveform 
with the distance of propagation . The r esults obtained are 
summarized in the Table 10, in which the propagation d i stances 
have been e sti111ated f r om the ga •n of the r ecorder with which 

Distance of 
pr opagation 

Less than 30 km . 
30 - 60 km. 

100 - 300 krn . 
300 - 1000 km . 

Tab le 10. 

Dura tion of lgll type 
pre l iminar y dischar ge 
waveforms* (Median) 

46 .9 ms 
30 .9 ms 
24 .0 ms 
6 .7 ms 

Number of 
data 

29 
25 
43 
14 

* The waveforms were r ecorded with the recorder with 
the time constant 300 micro-sec. and adjusted at gain 
20 or 30 db . 

the wavefor nts were recorded , and f rom the structural variat ion 
of the wavefor ms with progagation distances so that they have 
a statistical meaning . lt is clear that the dura t ions of 
pre l iminary discharge waveforms generally reduce their 
magnitude with the increase in their propagation dlstances 
If we a ssume the E;ll~ctric current waveforn1 of a ground stroke 
given by Morrison l 9J to be a probable one , it is easy t o 
know the variation , with the propagation distances, of the 
relative peak values of the three components of the 
electr ontagnetic field changes due to a ground stroke, i.e ., 
the electrostatic component £S , the induction component 
Er and the radiation component En . The result of 
calculation of the ~eak field changes is r epresented in Fig . 
14, in which the ordinate is r epresented in an ar bitrary. 
unit . It is clear that ER = ~I occurs at the dist ance 
10 . 6 km ., while ER_ = ~S occurs at the distance 26 km . 
These distances will be r educed, if we assume a current 
waveform of more narrow pulse width . As the waveforms 
of individual leader pulses have usually a more narrow 
pulse width than those of groun~ 
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strokes ,* it will be reasonable to assuwe, that within the range 
of distarces less than 30 km . the electrostatic component 
of the preliminary field changes over-takes the other 
components and in the range larger than 100 km. the 
electromagnetic r adiation icomponent predominates. Therefore 
the reduction of leader duration from 46.9 ms to 30.9 ms 
in median values may be caused by the attenuation of 
electrostatic omponent of electromagnetic fielcl changes 
due to a stepped leader involved in a ground discharge, 
the reduction from 30.9 ms to 24. 6 ms indicated in the 
table may be attributed to the attenuation of electromagnetic 
induction component, an~ the reduction f r om 24 . 6 ms to 6 . 7 ms 
seems to be attributed to the attenuation of electrorflagnetic 
radiation component. A typical example of the waveform 
or i ginating from a ground diEcharge in the range of distance 
300 - 1000 km is reproduced in Fig . 15 . The disturbances 
in the preliminary section of the waveform , probably 
corresponding to a part of a stepped leaderi a~e seen not 
to continue till to the begi ning of the fol ow1ng return 
stroke , but t o vanish on half way to it. 

Fig . 15 . 

4 ms 

*The mean value of the leader ~ulse width obtained by us is 26 
micro- sec . , while that of the ground stroke gives 100 micro
sec . 
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According to our statistical measurement of the wavefor m of 
a preliminary discharge r ecor ded within the range of distances 
0 - 60 km the duration of L section TL of a ground discharge 
has the median value 14 ms . So the duration 6,7 ms of the 
preliminary disturbance nuration indicated in the Table 
10 must statistically be included in the L section of a 
preliminary oischarge. As we have already investigated, 
the large l eaoer pulses in the L section of a pr e liminar y 
discharge are usually distributed r ather unifr om 
throughout the section, so it will not exactly be correct 
to attempt to find the origin of the pre liminary disturbances 
on the waveform like that illustr ated in Fig, 15 in the 
large amplitude leader pulsations corresponding to step 
str eamers. No sufficient r eason seems t o exist why t he leader 
pul ses included in a particular portion of the L section of 
a preliminary discharge really contr ibute to framing up of 
the preliminar y distrurbances after they have trave led a 
long distance, and why the other po~ti0n of the L section , 
especial ly the fina l portion at l east, attenuate actually 
to a complete degree . Ther efor e the complex structure of 
the L section, i. e ., small r andom pul sations being superpos
ed on a somewhat regul ar series of ap]Jreciable leader 
pulses, must be the cause of f orming up the preliminary 
disturbances, an exact interpr eta t i on of which , however, will 
be a problem of future investigations . 
Concerning the Ig section, the median va lue of the 
preliminary discharge durations does not reduce to a value 
smaller than 24 .0 ms, so l ong as the di s t ances of their 
prop~gation do not exceed r oughly 300 km , and it is clear ly 
large than 14.0 ms , the median value of the L section of 
t he disctarge . Therefor it is very evident that the leaner 
pulses incluned in the Ig section of the discharge ar e 
a tter,nuated thoroughly when they propagqte the distances 
roughly beyond 300 km, wher ea s at nearer distances l ess than 
300 km. the attenuation of them is by no means so serious. 
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4. The altitude of the electrical charge 
center contributing to a ground 

stroke 

(A) The altitude of the fir st ground stroke 

As we have already investigated in the pr evious section, 
the first ground stroke must be inferred generally being 
initiated with the discharge of a negative dipole like that 
illustrated in the Fig. 16. lf we assume th'Cit the dipole is 
composed of a negative electricity-~~\ concentrated at an 
altitude H~1 , and a positive e lectricity Qp concentrated 
at an altitude Hp, and that the horozotal distance of the 
discharging point from the observation station is D, the 
discharge of the negat_ve dipole Wlll be replaced by the 
movement of a negative electricity-Qn-1 traveling downwards 
from the altitude H~1 to Hp . Further, if we record the 
electrost3tic field change caused by this negative dipole 
disch3rge at several different horizontal distances from 
it with the short range waveform r ecorder, the variation 
of the polarity of a ~S pulse due to the dipole discharge. 

Fig , 16. 

' ' 

.. 

HR = DR /2t 
1 

DR = (Hp Hnl) l/3 (Hp2/3 + Hn2/3) 2 

~lectrostatic field reverssal 
distance 
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with the distance of its propagation is expected theoretically 
to have the statistical features represented in the Table 11. 

Table 11. 

I 

Polar ity of ~s I D stance of discharges ) 
pulse in the lg 
~ection I 

D~<j2HR * pR~j2H- r:: !.. 
j2H- =D 

+ 0 % 0 % 100 % 
·- 100 % 0 % 0 % 

=F 0 ~~ 100 'i 0 % 

Number of data 100 100 100 
l 2 ' * 2~HR = (Hp Hn, 1 ) -} (HpJ+ H 3) 2 Field reversal distance 

It is easy to see thqt the theoretical statistics indicated in 
the Table 11 are roughly identical with the observational 
results represented in the Table 6. As the Table 11 assumes 
the discharge of a negative vert~cal dipole fixed at a 
certain altitude and considers the observations of 
electrostatic field changes at several different distances 
from the dipole, so it will be natura l that the concidence 
in details of the two tables is in no way statisfactory. 
ln actual ground discharges , the altitudes Hp nnd H~l, 
at l east, must be considered to change their values from a 
discharge to another, therefore the theoretical statistics 
of dipole discharges must take this ~oint into account . 
As the altitude of a vertical dipole is determined if 
we give the two altitude values HR and Hn.1 (see F i g . 16), 
so the altitudes of thE;~. vertical dipol es composing a 
statistical group of Ig discharges can be arranged in 
series of .e. ltitude values ( H~ , H1n..) ) , (Hh:~ H2>'1..\), (H3R, HJ')t 1 
.•.•. in order of H~ 1 values. 
For t he sake of simplicity, let us as sume that the probability 
of occurrer.~e of a vertical dipole at various altitudes is 
every where equal, and in no cases the probability correspond
ing to a certain altitude becomes larger than that correspond
ing to another . Next we shall cos i der a vertical di~tribution 
of these dipoles each vnth an e~ual probability of occurrence . ' 
lf the nurHber of the observed daM were very large, i. t would 
be better to a s rume a continuous distribution of di pol es . 
However , we shall ascurne here that Hai as well 3S H4,_ . 
distribute at an equal intc;rval, and the ralation H{. : H~ 
is satisfield, tha t is.....__,£roup of vertical dipoles , which 
satisfy the condtions H~~ = canst. ( j :'1,2,3 , . . ... ), 
distribute at equal dista'nces given by H 1 H 1 /( i-l) if the 

hi R • 
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electrostatic field change due to the discharge of one of this 
dipole group are recorded at several distances from the 
diple, the statistical fe~ture of polarity varigtion of the 
field change with the observation distance must be inferred to be given 
by the Table 11. The same statistics relating to the 
group of dipoles, therefor,must be represented by a 
supergositon of the statistics of the individual dipole. 
Table 12 represents the r esult of statistics concerned 
with the dipole group, which is composed of 10 elements 
to let the result represented in the Table 12 to 
approach to that of the Table 6 . The agreement of the 
result of 'the Table 12 with that of the Table 6 may be r egared
ed as being fairly we ll, so long as we consider the point 

Table 12. 

I Altitude H~ H~ H~ Hft H~ H6 H7 H8 H9 ~0 
= D/ 2 * R R R R . 

I 
H~ H2 HJ Htt H5 H6 H? H8 H9 HlO n n n n n -n n n 

Polarity + 0 0 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 % 
of -

- 1oo 90 eo 7o 6o_ 5o 40 30 20 10 0 0 ' 0 0 % ES puhe 
~ 0 10'20 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 20 100 % 

Number of 
l 

lQQ iII II II da ta II !1 II II !I I I II ,, II II 

t l t 
Bounr1ary I I -- I 

D ;2lj2 distance Dfljp D+!/2- D-lji '-

* D = Distance of discharge from the observa~ion station 1 

that an appreciable portion of the waveforms giving the r esults 
of the Table 6 were not recorded at adequate gains to deter~in 
the polarity of a i!:. puh.e in the Ig section of a ·wavefc•rn, 
3nd th~y res~lt in the large percentage s , at all distqnces , 
of the c3tegory represented ~n the fourth row of the ~able 6, 
i. e . , . the c-ase in which the JC.b pulse polarity could not be 
determined . The value 30 % in the third row relating to 
the +-polar-ity of the Table 12, can be reduced to a value 
round 20 ~o through the r educa t ');·tin of the overlapping between 
two successive dipoles. This means t hat the lengths of 
individual dipoles must sufficiently be sma~J,.' compared with 
the distribution rnage of a ll the vartical" dipoles constructing. 
the statistical gr oup . Using the r esults indicated i n the 
Table 12,_ we can determine the boundary distance Dt , D-, D -:;:- ·,_, 
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D 2, which represent the distances at which the statistlcal 
percentage values represented in the respective row+ , _ , fin 
the table increase from 0 % to 10 % or, vice _verse, decrease 
from 10 % to 0 %, the result of which is indic3ted in the last 
row of the table. It is easy to show that these· bounday 
distances relate to HR, Hnl as follows: 

Dt/ j2~H~1 , D-/f2~Hft0 , Df 1 IJ2=H~, D+2/f2~H1g1 , 

where 1 l 1 1 l/3 r 1 / 1 ·. 
22HR:(Hp Hrtf) J (Hp)2 3+ (H'hi )2/3J ~ 

l 10 . lO 10 1/3 t 
22Hh : (Hp HYI.I) ) (HlO) 2/3t(Hl0)2/3l ~ 

l p h. t J 
If the D values are determined from the results of the Table 6, 
the altitudes (H~, H~1) and (HW, H~?) of the vertical dipoles 
resr:-ectively at the lowern.os t and the uppermost positions can be 
obtained by using the above formulae . The D values est i mated 
from the Table 6 are summari~ed in the following table. 

-··-
Boundary distan r.t D D l D 2 D-
hange of - --
e stimated 6 - 7 km Jess than 7 - 10 km 7 - 10 kw 

dist9.nce 4 km 

!v.ean value 6 . 5 krn less than 8.5 km 8 . 5 km 
4 km 

i 
The calculation of H values obtained by putting these D values 
into the above formula e gives the fol l owing table . 

Hmin Hmin Hmax Hm.9. X I 
n p n p 

---

4.6 k!!"l l ess than 6,0, km 6 . 3 km 
l. 7 km 

The mlnlmum altitude of the dipole obtained he r e seems r oughly 
to agree with the r e •ult Hn l : 3.6 km and Hp = 1 . 4 km, given 
by &alan and his colleagues (4 ,6) in South Afri ca . On the 
other hand the mixinmrn altitude of the dipole given by the 
table is H;ax i; H~~x~ 6 kn,, However, if we consider the low 

B;ccuracy of the estirns. ti n of the distance of a light ning 
discharge , it will be meanlngless t o give the small differ ence 
·max max · · 

Hp - Hnl = 0 .3 km some importances. 
Ther efore it will reasonable to consider that the separation of 
the two opposite electrical charges of a dipole decrease with 
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thE? increase in its altitude , and th':lt the rne13.n alt . t udes 1. . 
(Hnl H1 

) /2 of all lg rlipoles take the values lying betweeL 
the twopextremum mean altitudes 

( l . o* "" 4.6 ) I 2 ~ 2 . 8 km and 
( 6 . 0 + 6. 3) /2 ~6.2 km 

The distances of lightning discharges indicated in the Table 
6 were estimated from the knowledge concerning the polarity 
var iation of the leader field changes with the stroke order 
of a multiple ground discharge together with the knowledges 
about the r elation between the altitude of a ground stroke 
and the order of it given by J\11alan and his colleagues< 6) · 
As we shall see it in the following paragraph (B), our _thunrierstorm 
observations give the result that the gltitude of a succeed-
ing groun-1 stroke in our country does not increase akpreciably 
with the increase in the order of the stroke, hence ~he altitude 
of a later stroke of a multiple groun~ difcharge in our country 
usually does not take so larg8 a value as it noes ln south 
Africa, because the vertiral extent of a thun0ercloud in out 
<'ountry is genen1lly ::-maller than that in the tropic-31 zone 
likE:l South Afr 1.ca . This result seen1s to agree fnuly well 
with that obtained by Vlorkman an(! his colleagues( 10) f rom the 
thunderstorrr, observation at Albuquerque in the United States . 
Considenng these po nts we way conclude that the alti turles 
of ground strokes given by Malan ( 4 ) ar e applicable only to 
the earlier strokes of a multiple gr ound discharge in our 
country. The adoption of !V.alan ' s values to the later strokes 
of a ruultiple ground discharge in our country will result in 
the overestimation of the stroke altitudes . This nteans that 
the maxirrtum value of the vertic3l dipole altitude 6. 2 km 
obtained in the above table is too large . Therefore some 
correctwns Ar e needed for the estimation ;' D v9.lues from 
the d':lta of the Table 6. Taking these points into acccunt 
we hBve stiwated once more the D values on the bl3.sis of the 
d8ta obtained at !Vtaebasi, which has given the result in the 
following table . 

I 
• · 

Boundary 
D -r DFl D+2 D-distance 

5. 7 kml Meen value 6. 5 km l ess than 5.7 km 
1 4 . 0 km 

~ We shall assume that the V9.lue Hxin is r oughly equal to the 
9.ltitude of a thundercloud base aBoutl . O km, which has been 
obtained from the thundercloud observatlon carried out in the 
district surrounding Jli,aebasi- Ci ty. · 



From this we can obtain as before the various H values . The 
result is represented in Table 13 . 

Table. 13 

H~in min max max 
Altitude Hp Hn Hp 

Estimated 3 . 6 km less than 4. 0 km 4 . 1 km 
altitude 1.7 km 

Followir.g this table , the nllm.mum mean altitude and the maximum 
mean altitude of the lg dipole will be given by ( 3 . 6 ~ 1 .0 ) 
/2=;: :2 . 3 km and ( 4. 0 t 4 .1) /2=;.4 . 0 km respec t i vely, and the 
mean of these two extr emums will take the value 3. 2 km, which 
is ~ little lower than the altitude 3. 4 km of a first gr ound 
stroke obtained f r om the duration of the first leader . As the 
Vertical distribution of the lg dipol es has been assumed to be 
uniform, vie must consider the mean of the two extremum a l titude 
values in or der to replace the dipole group with the dipole 
of a mean altitude . If we adopt the value 1. 0 km of the 
8ltirlue of the thundercloud ba se in the district round 
!Me basi in stead of < l. 7 km indicated in the Table 13, the 
a ltitudes of the averaged dipole ~nl and Hp will be given by 

Hnl = ( 4 . 0 + 3.6 

1rp = (4.1 -+ 1.0 

/2 : 3 .6 km . 

/2 · 2 . 5 km . . 
Therefore an igniting di scharge will be represented by a 
negative dipole , which is composed of the negative char ge 
at ~n alt_?.tude Hn = 3 . 8 km and the positive charge at an 
alt1tude Hp==2 . 5 ~m . , so that the separation of the dipole 
electricity will be l , e km . 
Another method to estimate the altitudes of the two opposite 
charges of a vertical dipole i s to measure the duration of the 
l eader of a first ground stroke . As we have inve stJogated in 
Section 2 , the electromagnetic field changes due to the leader 
of a first ground stroke can roughly be divided into two 
ca~ev,or~es ~ vmich correspond r espective ly to a type (3) and f3 
type\llJ stepped leaders confirmed with the photographic 
met hod . Table 14 represerct the statistical rcsults of 
measu.tement of stepped l eader durations of these two types 
on the records of the field changes . 
Our measurement of the two dimensional length L of a gr ound 
stroke channel along a trunk and the a ltitude H of it on the 
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photographic record gives the radio about 0 . 9~ 

~ a type leader (3 type leader( -l<) 

Secti. -

/)1../ OlJs 
T Tlg TL TigL :r<1 t . Ci 

-2cl] 

Leader 
duration 9 . 0 ms 
(l~;edian value) 

6 .0 ms 14. 0 filS 27 . 0 fi1S 

Number of 
wl'lveforrr, 33 21 51 190 
records(**) 

-- -

( *) lnterwed ia te leaders be tween a type and (3 type ( ~ ee Table 
9 Section 3 (c) ) are include~ in this statistics. 

(-l<*) The waveforms were selected so as to limit the distances 
of the discharges roughly less than 60 km . 

The following table r epr esents the statistical result of these 
n1easurements . Stricitry speaking, of course, this value can not 
be apr.lited to the portion of a ground stroke channel other than 

.... _ ________ 
l\i.edian value Mean value j Number ~fdl 

(H/L)li * 0 . 896 0 . 891 
I 

i 42 
I 
' 

* Two dimenslonal value 

tha t appearing bet~een the cloud base and the earth . Table 15 
represents the progres sive velocities of to the leader to the 
first s troke and to the air discharge, measured on out 
photogr9phic r ecords of lightning flashes . 
The two velocities V1 :md V2 included in the column af:J type and 
(3type represent the vvlocity before the variation of the stepped 
leader structure and that after the variation respectively; the 

* (H/1) 11 v3lue converserted into three dimension will be 
(H/L)ld : 0 . 83 
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Stepped 
leader 

1 

le~ 
~e.l cler 

oc~.' 
t.Y 

lv1ean va lue 

!VJedian value 

Number of 
d".lta 

", Stepped 
~ leader 

<··~ ~e.z .r 
Oc:i. 

t.Y 

Mean value 

IVledian va luQ 

Nurr1ber of 
data 

tables as follo ws: 

Table 15 

First l eadeF velocity 
(Ground stroke) 

-
a type a{3 type and{3 type Trunk of Branch of 

ground ground 
flash* flash* 

va Vl v2 

4.2 X 107 ·4. 2 X 107 1.8 xl67 4.4Xl07 3.2xlo7 

6,6 X 107 4.2 xJ07 1.6 x107 J.lxlo7 3 . 2xl07 

4 5 13 14 

velocity of the trunk 
Air 
discharge 

of a ground flash r epresent 
the mean vRlue along the 
whole l ength of a t r unk 

1.2 ~ l07cm/sec 

1.4 ~ 107 em/sec 

10 

and the statistics include 
all types of stepped 
leader s . The same is 
applied also to the case 
of the branch of a gr ound 
flash. The a ir di sch".lrges 
i n the last column are 
a :n {3 type leadt..rs. The 
altitudes of the two 
opposite char ges of a lg 
dipole cAn be estimated 
by adopting the values 
indicRted in these three 

Altitude of fOS~t ive 9harge. ji · : V2 x TL x · (H/L)lll - 2 . 1 kn1 , 
p 

Alt itude of oegat1.ve charge HYl
1

: vax · Tax (H/L) CTT - 3.2 krn .* 

The separ a tion of t ht. .d ipole charge.s will be given by 

Hnl - Hp = vl x Tig x (H/L)Ig = 2 . 52 X (H/L)Ig x 105 em 
Following the above two methods of estimations , the mean 
separation of the dipole will be H 

1 
- H - 1 1 n_ - p - • 1.3 km . If 

* As the prog~ession an type stepped l eader does not ~ch 
influenced by the positive charge concentration at p, 
(see Fig. 16, II 4 (A) ) and proceeds r oughly at an unifor m 
speed from n1 to the earth, the (H/L)rii value 0 .83 obta i ned 
from the photographic measurement may be assumed t o be 
applic ble for the whole length of an ~type stepped l eader . 

. '\ 
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Air 
di"scharge 

·-;:r-

1.2x~o7 
em sec 

l.4Xl07 

em/sec 

10 



we assume thBt Hnl -~ ~ Hnl- Hp and take the average of the 
above two values, we sgall get the r el<ltion 2 . 52 x (H/L)rg 1.2 , 
from which (H/L) Ig ::; 0.48 results* . This may be att ributed to 
the inclin::~tion as much as 60 degrees of the Ig r1 ipole from the 
verticBl axis . However, this results in the horizontal shift 
of the t wo oppostie char ge centers of an Ig di pole statistically 
as much as 2 . 0 km r e lative to each other . 
The conc l usion of this inclined lg dipole seems somewhat not t o 
be plasusible , because the electrical charge generat ions rel ating 
to a thundercloud should always ~e considered being active along 
a violent vertical upward stream of tpe ·air. Ther efore the 
charges thus generated seems generally to be arranged on a 
vertical line , especially when we must consider the charge 
distributions in the lower portion of thundercloud . ~s the 
smallness of the (H/L)Ig value really comes f r om the T1g 

value ta~ing rather a large value, so th8t to interprets these 
largE Tl a we are forced to i nfer the exi s t ence of a compl ex lg 
dischArg~ bei ng composed of at least more than two stepped 
l e ader proce sses overlapping each other with an appropriate 
time separation. However, the regularity existing i n the 
variat ion of lea der pulse intervals with the progress of an 
lg dischArge represented in Fig , 17 seems t o support the ' 
view of a i nclined lg dipole . Therefore these t wo e xplanat'ions 
seem t o complement e~ch other and both may not be neglected , 
Table 16 gives the r e sult of the estimation of H va lues using 
these two methods . 

Tablt:) 16 

- - - -
Altitude Hp HnJ Hn l - a p 

JV1ean va l ue 
obtained with 
the' two methods 2 . 1 - 2 . 5 . 3 . 2 - 3 . 8 l.l - 1.3 
of es timations km km km 

-· 

Over all IUean 2.3 km 3 . 5 km 1.2 km 

* Th~ H/L ~alue given by Schonl and ( l2) l/1 . 3 = 0 . 77 see ms ~o 
rE pr esen·c the mean V"llue obta · ned f r om the n·,easurement of · 
gr ;)und flashes ·in the port ion belov~ the cloud bAse , so it 
wL l be r ea·sonable that the value (H/L) 1 of the I g 
discharge in a thundercloud is appreciab~y different from 
the (H/L) value given by Schonl and . 
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(B) Altitudes of succe~sive ground strokes 

Malan and Schonlaod(l3) showed that the successive strokes 
of a n.ultiple grrmnd dhchar ge f-erforrr. a function to neuralize 
the negative charge distributed in a vertica l column inside 
a thundercloud successively from the . lower must portion of it 
toward the upper portion of it . Let the negative char ge 
distribution ol, n2 n3 ....• contributing to each of the 
ground strokes be replated by the respective spherical charge 
distributions, lying on a vertical line as illustrated in 
Fig. 18 . 

Fig . 18 

Our statistical investigation of the multiplicity of a ground 
dischqrge representeo in Table 17 shows that, a negative 
discharge is composed , in average, of four strokes while a 
positive discharge , three strokes. Fig. 18 repr esents the 
case of the negative mult i ple grouno disch~rge wLth ~our 
strokes . As the values Hp and Hnl have already been estimated 
in the previous paragraph (A), let us conside r the values 

Table 17 

~ 
Positive ground Negative ground 

discharge discharge 

lvtethod of - Cont. waveform Cont. 1 Lightning 

r ecording and wavefor m photograph 
Electrostatic 
field-meter 

btroke 
tllul tiplicity 
( rv.ean value) 

2.8 4 . 2 4 .2 

Number of data 6 77 69 
I 
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Hn2 H 
3 

..... in t his par agraph . There ar e sever al methods(6) 
pos~ib~e 'to estimate these Hn values, however, we shall consider 
the leader durations of sucessive strokes to obtain theJil. 

As indicated in Fig . 19(a) the electromagnetic field change 
L produced by a dart leader of a sucessive, ground stroke 
will take the form of a negative BS pulse which pr ecedes the R 
pulse indicated in figure,when the change i s r ecor ded with 
our short r ange wavefor m recorder at rlis tance: less than 5 km 
fron, the gr ound str oke . But , if the distance is increased 
beyond 7 - 8 km, the L. field change comes out to have a fo r m 
of a positive ~s pul se , on which small high frequency 
radiation pulses of the same structure as those appeAring on 
the wavefor m of the first leader of a gr ound dischar ge are 
superposed.as illustrated in Fig. l9(b). The inter pretatlon 
t hat this .t!.S pulse in t he L section of the waveform really 
or iginates from the dqrt l eader preceding a succes8ive ground 
stroke is suppor ted by the out - break of a light pulse on the 
r ecord of lightn~ng luminosity changes coinciding with the L 
field change as illustrated in lower half part of the Fig . 19. 
Mor eover, to see whether the ES pulses, like t hose mar ked with 
R in the Fig . 19, appeari ng on the waveform of a gr ound 
discharge really originate from the retur n strokes composing a 
multiple ground discharge, the t ime inter vals between the R 
type t.S pulses were measured on the CW r ecor ds of gr')und 
dischar ges , and the pr obability distr i bution of them have been 
calculated , the r esult of which is illustrated in the Fig. 20 
along with the probability distribution of stroke intervals 
obtained f.rom the measurement of photogr aphic record of lightning 
flashes-for the sake of compar ison . The gener al agreement 
between the two distr ibutions in the Fig . 20 together with 
the above result concerning the L field ch~nge, clearly 
indicates the fact that the f {~ld change composing L and 
R ~b pulse pairs r eally come from the l eader return stroke 
combinA.tion of a multipl e ground discharge . To know the 
variBtion of the dart l eader duration with the order of a 
str oke involved in a multiple ground· 9ischar ge , we limited 
the distances of gr ound dischar ges r ecorded with the short 
ranga waveform r ecorder not to exceed roughly 40 km, and 
measured the dur ation Tn of the L field change of each LR type 
pulse that correspond to one of the suceessive ground strokes 
on the CP r ecords . Statisti~ql r esult showing the variation 
of Tn values with the or der of a stroke composing a multiple 
grourid discharge is r epr esented in the Table 18 . vie can 
obtain the altitude of each stroke from the respective Tn 
values in the Table 18, if we know the statistical velocity 
value of a dart leader. 
Concerning this point , the wea_n o"f the dart le'ader velocities 
rr1easurE::d on four phtographic r ecor ds of the l eaders gives the 

value yD. = 4 . 0 x l 08 em/sec , however , it is questionable 
whether the value has a statistical meaning or not . Therefor 
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Table 18 

~-~~e~de:r I Leader durat on Tn of a successive j 

tJ.sti_ ground stroke+- I 
'$~1Ge ca.l --- I ------.,._~ ----------

o:r"J'_oj(e--.._ IV1ean value 1 Ivied ian value I Number of 
e:r ~--------- 1 . data 

II 
LI 

lV 
v 

VI 
Vll 

VIII 
- IX 

X 
.AI 

Xll 
,{lli 

XlV 
!..V 

0, 8e ms 
0 . 89 
0 , 86 
0 .93 
1.15 
1.20 
1.03 
1.03 
0 .91 
1 , 40 
1.50 
1.05 
1.05 
0 . 8 

0 . 8.ms 
0 .9 
0 . 85 
0 .9 
1.0 
1.05 
0 .9 
0.95 
1.0 
1.4 
1.9 
;1. .0·5 
1.05 
0 .8 

. 1 
48 
52 
42 
36 
26 
20 
15 
l4 
7 
5 
3 
2 
2 
l 

* The distance of discharges being roughly less than 40 km 

it would be better to consider the dart leader velocity VD: 5. 5 X 108 

em/sec giver. by Schonland and his colleagues(3) instead . Then 
the altitude of each successive ground stroke v1ill be obtained 
from the relation Hi-=0.83 x Vn x Tj). , where Tn· is the mean 

1 1 
dart l eader duration relat ~ng to the i - th ground stroke given 
in the second cclmun of Table . 18, and the factor 0 . 83 is 
introduced so as t o correct the incl nation of the discharging 
channel from the vertical axis . The Table 19 gives the re sult 
of this calculation , and the Fig . 21 is inserted to coMpair ··· 
the results obtained in our country wi th those of Malan and 
Schonland(6) obta ~ned ip South Africa. The portion of the 
two curves with somewhat less reliability i s r epresented 
','lith broken lines. 

Table 19 
- -·-- ----~ 

.:.troke order l II III IV v . Vl VII Vlll IX x~m Il·'XV 

Uti tude of ~ - ~nJ 
5. 5 4.7 4 . 7 5 2')'- ~;:* 

ground , ') 4.1 4. 1 4 . 0 4 . 3 5. 3 . 4. ;' 
stroke ' INurnoer :>1' 74 48 52 42 36 26 20 15 14 ~0 273 
data 

* l'llean value 
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The increase in the altitude with the stroke order is di&cernible 
on both of these two curves in the figure, but it is clear 
that the increase of the Maebasi curve is by no means so 
distlnct as that of the Johanesburg curve, This may partly 
come from the fact that the dart leader method fo~ obtaining 

km the ~troke altitude necessitates the accurate estimation of mean 
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dart leader velocity and the each e5timated value of the 
stroke altitude may severely be influenced by the fluctuation 
in l eader velocities from case to case. However, a greater 
portlon of the reasons why the two curves of the Fig . 21 
not coiniciding with each other seems, despite the above 
facts , to be attributed to the point that the vertical 
extent of a thundercloud growing upwards in the temperate 
zone like our country, is generRlly smaller thqn that of 
the cloud appearing ~n the tropical zone like Johanesburg . 
This may result in the reduction of the rate of increase 
in the stroke altitude with the increas1.ng order of strokes . 
This tendency hRs already been ~ointed out in the previous 
paragraph A of this section concerning the ob servat _onal 
result obtqined by workman(lO) at Albu~uerque jn the United 
States. 
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5. Electrical charge contributing to a ground stroke 

(A) Electrical charge discharged by the first ground stroke 

To estimate the electrical charge relating to each of the 
ground stroke composing a ground discharge, it is neceesary to 
obtain, at least, two simultaneous records of electrostatic 
field changes produced by a ground discharge at two different 
obseFvation stations. However, if we assume the altitude of a ground 
stroke adequaltely, we can estimate the electeical charge from 
the r ecord of electrostatic field changes at one station . If 
the electrostatic field change due to the first ground stroke 
is recorded with our waveform recorder at distances 6 - 20 km 
apart from the discharge, the field change will take the from 
illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) of the Section 2 Chapter II . The 
time sweep of these trigger waveforms has value 20 ms and is five 
times larger than the time constant 4 ms of the waveform recorder. 
Therefore, if a large stepwise electrostatic field change is 
recorded with t his recorder, the deflection of the recorded 
waveform at the moment 2 ms after the apprea~ance of the step 
field change will be reduced to less than 2/3 of the correct 
deflection, and the waveform recorded will not represent a 
step form, but will be deformed from it seriously. Now let 
us assume that the waveform corresponding to a ground stroke is 
recorded with a wavefor m recorder composed of an amplifier system 
with long enough time constant compared with the uration of the 
ground stroke field change. In this case the field change will 
be recorded without any deformation and will have the waveform 
illustrated in Fig . 22. Appleton and Chapman (14) pointed 

Fig. 22 

A 
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out that the field change produced by a ground stroke are 
generally composed of three portions, i.e., "a,b, and c." 
The 11 cn portion, however, 1s not r e presented in the Fig. 22, 
because the field change concerned with this section are 
nothing other than the portions "a and b 11 • Let us consider 
a negative dipole contributing to Ig discharge of a 
first ground stroke (see Fig . 16, Section 4 A, Chapter II ), 
and assume the altitudes of the positive and the negative charges 
of an Ig dipolebeing Hp and Hnl respectively, and the 
electrical guantities of them being Qp and -Qnl, r e spectivel y. 
If the distance of the ground discharge from the station i s 
known, the f i eld intensities EA, EB Ec BD and EE a t the 
moments corresponding respectively to the pbints A, B, C, D 
and ~ on the waveform of Fig. 22 will be expressed as 
f ollows : 

+ 
2Q,pHp 2Q,n .1 2Q, p r =- -- f(Xn1 ) +--f( Xp) 

( W + D2 )% D2 . D2 p 

1 1 
g ( X,y) = --2 -~ - --- ~ 

(l + X JZ (1-! y2 )z 
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QLl i s t he electric charge distributed along the discharge 
channel by the leader process, ~1 is the electric charge 
remaini ng inside the thunderchoud and nentralized by t he 
process of the following first return str0ke. If the di stAnce 
of t he discharge bec -. mes large, .s:nl<< 1, x l will be 
satisf i ed . 
l n th i s case the formlae (2) will be approximated as 

. -' 2 
f (x) :::r;= x(l - 3x /2): x g(x, y):t(Y2 - x2) ( 3) .....__... 

The l'apifl electrostatic field cha nges 4Eig' LjELl and 
LlERl (see Fig 22) prorluced respectively by the igniting 
discharge, the stepped l eader, and the return stroke wil l 
be obta i ned by using the formulae (1) as 

If D),>H , so tha t t he condition xp4.l , Xnl <.< 1 bei ng 
satisf i ej , t he formualae (4) w1ll be approxim~ted as 

2 { Q,p+( 1-cp) Q,~ l 2Q,p Q,~ 
LIE I - Xn - - XU 

g- D2 1 D2 · D2 

Xn 1 
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Let us introduce two constanta CX:, {3 1, defined by 

4~Ig/ ~ERl = ~ LlELl/ LIERl = /31 

fut this rehtion into the formulae ( 5), the f ollowing equation 
will be obtained. 

2 (31 
Q,n 1 = 1+ ----

Ep(2 -Ep ) -f31 

( 6 ) 

As we have already investigated , the electromagnetic wavef,J rm 
due to the first ground stroke r ecorded with our recorder is 
subj ected to a considerable deformation and does not reproduce 
the field change correctly, because of the short time constant 
( 4 ms in the present case). The field change Ll ERl due to 
a return stroke , however, can be recorded quantitatively 
without any s erious error, since the field change LJ ERl is 
generally a very rapid phenomenon and ~ompleted within 
the time length of the order of 0.1 ms which is small 
enough compared with the time constant of the recorder. 
Mor eover the field changes produced by the lg section or 
by the L section involved in a preliminary discharge also 
sometimes are completed within a time l ength shorter than 
the time constant of the r ecorder. In these cases we can 
also estimate the magnitude of the field change A Ere,; and 
~ELi with a measur ing error roughly l ess than 30 %. 
Table 20 represent the statistical es U mation of o( and Pl 
values obtained from the da ta satisfying the above 
limitati on caused by the recorder t ime-conEtant. In these 
ll1easurerrients , the discharges which were r ecorded at distances 
ranging 15 - 40 km were _measureq to satisfy the condition 
X = H/D (<..1. 
If we adopt the mean values of Hp and Hn l represented in the 
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Tab~e 20 

!VJean value !Viedi an value Number of data 

0 . 289 0.296 16 

0 . 300 0 . 292 9 

Tabla 16 Section (A) ·,·Chapter II , the value ( p will be given 
by ( p : Hp/Hnl : 0 . 68 . This value t ogether with the mean 
va lues of a /3, in Table 20 being put into the formulae ( 6) 
give s the following relations. 

Qp = 0 . 360 ~nl 
QLl 0 . 323 Qnl (7) 
9RF· 0.317 Qnl 

Qhl can be obtained t hrough the elin;ination of QL 1 from the 
th ird one of the formulae (4) using the fir st relation of 
the for mul ae (6) as follows. 

_1 :r1 
Q, R = 2 .d ER 1 ( 8) 1 2/31 1 

f ( 411 ) + cp(2=tp)-c1 Xn1 g( DXn1 ) 

Futtingj3, =C . 3, cp=0 . 68 into this relation we get 

1,8 f f(Xn1 ) + 1,02 _ 1 - g (o.Xn
1 

) r 
Xn 1 

( 8' ) 

. , 

where D, L1 ERl , QRl ar e expr efsed in km , V/m , coul. ·respective
ly . The magnititude~ERl was measured on each electromagnetic· 
waveform ~ue _ to a gr ound etr oke having appeared within the 
range of distances 5 - 30 km , wher e t he estimation of the 
~ istance was ms~e with visual: or acustical method . 
l utting the estimgted pair va lues of Ll ERl and D into the 
e~uation (8 ' ) we can get QRl for each ground stroke, the 
statistical reult of which is summar ized in the f6llowing 
table . 

. Mean value IV1edian value Number of data 

2 .48 coul. 2.53 coul. 8 
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The values Qnl, Qp and QLl can be obtained from the va lue of 
QR1 by using the formulae (7). Table 21 represents the 
result of this calculation. These results combined with 
th;se represented in Table 16 l ead us to the conclusions 
that a negative dipole contributing to a ignit ing discharge 
Ig, must st~tistically be composed of a negative electrical charge of 
- 8 c~ul located at an altitude 3.5 km anrl a positive 
electrical charge of 2.9 caul located at an a l titude 2.3 
km above the ground . 

Table 21 

Qp 

8 .0 caul. 2 . 9 caul. 2 .6 caul. 2 . 5 caul. 
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(B) £lectr icity discharged by a succeding ground stroke 

The electrical ch~rge contributiong each of the succe ssive 
ground strokes can also be estimated with the same method a·s 
described in the prellious paragraph A, ·the electromagnetic 
f ield change due to one of the successive grounr strokes · 
recorded outside the field reversal distance, but not very 
distant from it, will have t he waveform illustrated in Fig . 
23, which assUmes a typical ground str oke producing the 
stepwise field change without a 11 c 11 portion. 

Fig. 23. 

Let the altitude and the electrical charge of a succeeding 
ground str oke be Hni and Qn i respeativly, and denote the 
discharge distance with JJ' , the electrostatic field 
intensities EA, EB and ~c at the moment corresponding 
respectively to the points A,B and C in Fig. 23 will 
be represented by the following relation similar to 
the formulae (1) in the previous paragraph A. 

2 Q. n i 

g ( 0, Xn i ) ( 1 ) 

Ec = o 
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where xni= Hni/D ~ni =QLi + QRi ( i= 2 , 3 , L, •. . .. ) 

Using these formulae, the electrostatic field changes 
Ll~Li and L1 ERi in Fig .23, which respectively correspond to 
a dart leader and the following return stroke, will be 
represented as 

l ( 2 ) 

2 Q, . ~ . 2QLi 
JE .=E -E = ___ill_f (XruJ+ ~ 

R 1 C 8 D2 v-
g( OXni) I 

Xni ./ 

If D ~, Hni so that the c rmdition Xni <"1, l is ~tat i sfied, the 
approximati on (3) in Paragraph A· eRn be applied to this case , 
and the formulae ( 2) will be simplyfied as fol lows: 

( 3 ) 
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Let us introduce (3i, 'Y i defined by .d ELi/ Ll £R.i = (3 i , 

L1 ER i / Ll ER ~ r i 

and eliminRte L)E 1 s from these equations by using the formulae(5) 
in Paragraph A, together wit h the above for mulae (3), the 
r esult of which will be 

z Q,R i + Q. Li 

2 Q.R 1 + Q.L 1 

. E . where xn1/xnl-~ n1 . 

( 4 ) 

Combining the formulae(4) with the formul ae ( 6) in 
Paragr aph A, Qni, QLi , QRi will be represented in terms of 
Qnl as follows. 

1 
where 

7\ 

1 

1 

2 (3 i 

1 + f3i 

- f3i 

+ (3i 

1+ 

Q.n i 

~i 

2(3 
+ 

(See formulae (6) , Section 5A) 

( 5 ) 

ac P ( 2 - c P ) - (3 1 ( 1 - c P ) 
2 

( 1-cp J {cp(2-cP) -73;} 
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As pointed out in Paragr aph A, when the electromagnetic field 
change due to a successive gr ound s troke is recor ded with the 
short r ange wavefor m r ecor der , the field change will be 
subjected to a considerable defor mation which r esult from 
the short t i me cons tant (300 micr o- sec . , in this case) of 
the r ecorder . This point is illustr ated with the broken 
line in Fig. 23 . The field changeLJ ER.i produced by a 
r etur n stroke , however , is usually very rapid and usually 
compl eted within a time of the or der 10 micro- sec ., so that 
the relation ~C ' - EB • ~ Ec l..'B -l1ERi · t be 1 -" d 

- - D - -·· .. mus con e u.,e . 
In contr a e: to thi s , according to the results inidicated in 
Table 18 of the Section 48 , the dur ation of a dart leader is 
generally of the order of l ms and about thr ee time as large 
as the time constBnt of our waveform recorder. There~ore 

the r ecord of a dart leader fie l d change which cont .nues 
through this time length must be subjected to an appreciable 
deformation as i llustrated i n the figure , and the L] ELi 
value measured on the wavefo.J;'m will not give a correct 
va l ue . However the electrostatic fiel d change due to a 
dart leader does not always progr ess uniformly, and some 
of the recor ds of dart leader fie l d changes actually indicate 
an abrupt variation as illustrated in the wavefor n, of Fig . 
l9(b) in Section 4 B. In this case the field change due 
to a dart leader in the later per iod of it slows down 
appr eciably in contrast to the ver y rapid speed at the begining 
of it, and the greater ~art of the resultant field change 
LJ~Li may be attributed to the r apid port ion of it, that 
is , the contribution from the slow por tion may be neglected 
without any serious error. Therefor on the waveforms of 
t his type of dart leaders we may expect the possibilities 
to estimst ..dELi. To satisfy the condit ion xni \\1 we have 
picked out the waveforms of ground dischar ges whose distances 
from the observation station were lik_e ly distributed roughly 
20 - 40 km, judged f r om the gain of the wavefor m r ecorde r 
as well as from the electrostatic component of the waveforms . 
Further out of the wavefor ms thus picked out, we have selected 
such ones whose ~art Leader sections represente d the strurtures 
just described and measured the values r.; . and. 1Ri on the rapid 
Li and Ri sections of the selected waveforms respectively. 
Now the values f3i , l'i can be obta i ned by putting these L) Ei 
and L1 .E.'Ri values into the for mulae (4), the r esult of which 
is repr esented in the Table 22~ b ( ) 

1a le 22 a 

l ;~~;;n ~;:~~~~ 0~3~::. ;:s ~--~~ o -~~5-0-. is~-:~~:~ I I o :~~:r I 1 
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Table 22 (b) 

Stroke order I II Ill IV V VI VII L-VII 

'Yi (IV1ean value) 1 0 .497 0 . 896 0 . 737 0 . 737 0 . 4.31 0 . 588 0.897 
Number of date 31 23 21 15 ll 6 107 

The cofficients of Qni 's in the fir st two relations of the 
formulae ( 5) can be calculated by adopting the !3 i value 
indicated in Table 22 (a) . The result is represented in the Table 23. 

Table 23 

stroke or der II III IV v VI - Vili 

2(3i/( J:t-(3i) 0 . 411 0.617 o. 545 0 .448 0.454 
( 1-(3i) /( 1+ /3i~ 

0 . 91 0 . 383 0 . 562 0 . 548 0 .454 
----~--------------~----~----------~--------------

As to the third relation of the formulae ( 5), the con.par son of 
the coefficient of this relation with t hose of formulae (6), 
(7) in the previous par agraph A will give 

(3 1 
1 + = 1,51 

Ep ( 2 - c p ) - f3 1 

It folla.YS tha: A.( 1 + ( r:L) {3)=0, 478. 
Ep 2 - ~"!l . - 1 

of the form ulae ( 5) ca1. oo written as: 

Qni= 0,4J8 
-yi ( 1 +,8i) 

!3ni 

0,316 

From this,the third relaticn 

( 6 ) 

Eni = Hni/Hnl in the formulae (6) will be estimate~ by using the 



Hni value indicat ed i n Table 19 of Secti on 4 B. Table 24 
is the result of t his estimation . 

Table 24 

::-tr oke 
or der l II lil 1V v VI Vll VIll 11-VIli 

Eni 1 ,00 1.22 1. 22 1.19 1. 28 l. 52 l. 64 l. 42 l. 3 3 

Combining the respective values indicated in the Table 22 and 
24, the coefficient of the for mul ae ,( 6) can be obtained stroke 
by stroke . Table 25 repr esent the r esul t . 

Ta ble 25 

-str oke 
ord8r li Ill lV v VI Vli 

5 . 478 ri ( l -~Bl) 
Enl 0 . 446 0 . 507 0.405 0 .354 0 . 168 0.222 

If we assume Qnl=8 . 0 coul following Table 21 in 1-'aragraph 
A, and adopt the coefficient val ue of Ta ble 25, each ~ni 
will be calcul~ted by using the formulae (6), which results 
in the Table 26 (a) . 

Table 26 (a) 

:::troke 
or der I* ll Ill lV v VI VII II-Vil I -VII 

Qni 8.0 3 .7 4.0 3.2 2 .8 1.3 1.8 2.e 
·' 

3. 5 caul. 

* The value indicated in Table 21 i n' Section 5A . 

~utting the r espective vRlues of the Tabl e 26 (a) into t he first 
two r ehtiom· of the formulae ( 5) , we can easily get the values 
QLi and Qhi . The result is represented in the Table 26 (b) 
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Table 26 (b) 

::::troke 
order I* II III IV v VI VII I .,_.vII II----VII 

QLi 2 .6 1.5 2 . 5 1.7 1. 2 0 . 6 0 . 8 1. 55 1.4 caul. 

QRi 2 .5 2 . 2 1. 5 1. 5 1.6 0.7 1.0 1. 59 1.4 

* The value in Table 21 in the Section 5A. 

' .. 
Tablt 26 (a) indicates a dec r ease in Qni with the increase in 
the stroke order . This seems to mean that the electrical 
charge density of the negative column n (see F1g . 1, bection 1), 
in a thundercloud generally r educes with the i,n. ~r}ea~.in1 -t.he 
::~ltitude . 

The right- mo~t colum of Tabl e 26(a) indicates the mean 
electrical ch·uge per ground stroke , which amounts to 3 . 5 
caul. Thiscinfnly 54% of the Qni value ;= 6. 5 caul , reported 
by workman •. But if we assume th1t t he mean stroke 
number ~er gr ound dischqrge is four (see Table 17 Section 
4 B, Chapter II) , the electricql charge dissipated by a 
ground discharge will be 18 .9 caul according t o what the 
Table 26 (a) inoicates . 
The r efor a s an average, about 20 caul of the negative electricity . 
will be consum8c~ by a ground discharge . ConcernJ.ng cf the 
total electrical charge contributing to a gr •und ~ ischarge 

it is in sufficient to consider only the process. composer 
of l eader and r~turn str okes, but it is necessary t o take 
the electrical charge consumed by the jur!ctlon strerr.er 
process i n the intervals be tween ground strokes into 
account . Let the total electrical charge diss.i.1-1ated by a 
ground discharge be QG, and those rlissipated by individual 
ground strokes , and those diss:lpated by junction strean1er 
processes be :5.: Qn i and QJ respectively , then QG wi.ll be 
written as 

( 7) 

Concernir1g the electrical charge disspated by a lightning 
d ischarge, t he data r e ported by workman and Hol7.er( l)) w8r e 
adopted for our statistical investigation . Table 27 shows the 
r esult of this investigation , in which Q G and ~~-c represent 
the total e l ectrical chArge contributing to a ground discharge 
and tha t contributing to a cloud discharge respective ly. 
rutting the value 1G = 44 caul into the formula ( 7) , we can get 
QJ in~icated in Table 28 
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0tatistical 

·Lightning 
discharges 

value 

Ground discharge QG 

Cloud oischarge Qc 

QG 

44 caul. 
. 

100% 

l 

Table 27 

Mean value 

44 caul . 

32 coul. 

Table 28 

Qni 

19 caul. 

43.2 % 

Number of data 

16 

16 

QJ 

25 coul. 

56.8 % 

The table indicates that the electrical charge dissipated by the 
process of ground strokGs Qni must be inferred to occupy 
somewhat a smaller portion of the total charge QG thar. the 
charge dissipat~:: d by the junction streamer process QJ does 
occupy . It has been cleared out in Section 3A that the 
discharge frocess performed by a junction streamer is essentially 
a discharge taking place inside a thundercloud, and it consists of 
the upward CJ1ovement of a positive charge. This r esult in lowering 
the negative e lectrical charge distributed inside of a negative 
colurtJn n (see Fig. 1 Section 1 chapter II). 
Therefor the portion of a thundercloud ·contributing to a 
juncti on streamer process ·m.ust be supplied with positive electric<Jl 
charge from the earth ' s furface at certain st3ges of a ground 
discharge, through a certain continuous or discrete process. 
It is wel l kno•~n that the r eturn strokes composing a ground 
disch3r ge perform an impot'Olnt role of supplying positive 
electricity to the lowe r portion of a thunderrlourl, however, 
following the results of this paragraph, the positive electririty 
elevat ed w1th this process to the cloud occupies only less than 
50 % of the total negative charge which mu::-t be neutralized 
by a grounc discharge . Ther efor e it is evident that the 
process which connects the junction stre ame r discharge in the 
c1oud with the earth' s surface and performs a role to lower 



the electrical charge QJ contributing t o the juncti on 
pro cess , from the cloud t6 the earth must be seeked in the 
discharge mechanisms other than r e turn gr ound strokes. 
The rApid fiel~ changes described in this section are 
conc~:-rned wtth the first two of the" a , b and c '' 
portions~ l4J _ of t he field change due to a ground stroke . 
If we take these points into account, it will be r easonable 
to i nf8r that the process which connects the junction 
str epmer discharge with the earth is likely construct ed 
fr om dirchar ge mechanisms which produce the 11 c11 portion 
of t he field change appearing after the comple tion of the 
"b" \ :Jrtj on corresponding to a r e turn stroke. iV,alan ( 16) 
cone_ wkd on the basis of his photogr sph ic observation of 
l ighi ning fl~shes the existance of a ground discharge , whose 
channel built up by the previous return s t roke in the space 
betw6t:n cloud and earth, continues its luminosity through 
tl-}e first ha l f pe::-iorl of the time interval between s t r okes 
t ill to t~e appearance of the succeeding one . If we 
cons1t1er the sta t..:.stieca l evidence t ha t a gr:mnd di schar ge "l S 

a mem, must bo expected to be composed of four strokes , 
it v.oill be evirlent th'3 t even in such cases , wher e the above. 
luminosity continuation is not so clear as Mslan 1 E r eport, 
the elect~ic current of the or der of 500 amp, which flows 
throu~h the lightning cannel r emaning after the completion 
of a preced .. ng r eturn stroke curing the first half period 
of the stroke interval, will be sufficient to elevate the 
e l ectr ical charge 1n total of about 20 caul from the earth ' s 
surface toward the lower portion of the cloud . Accorrting to 
our esti nt8tions , a stepr:ed lear'ler preceding the first 
return s troke usually necessitates an electric curre~t of 
about 270 qmp* , hence it follows th~;~t the above 500 amp of 
the e lectric curr ent flowing from the earth t o the dour) 
i s only 1. 85 times as large as the mean electric current 
of a stepped lcarler. Ther efor, even though the existence of 
such a continuing discharge cannel may be expected , it wi l l be 
very difficult to photogr~ph 1t because of the very weak 
lumi~osity of the discharge . ~e have not succeeded , till 
to the present, to photograph any such a weakl y luminous 
chan;,ol conti ninuing for a t1.rr,e l ength of the order of 10 
ms aftcc the outbr eak of a retur n stroke . 

* Lrt the electrical charge concerned with a stepped leade r 
bt- 2 . 6 coul. (see Table 26 (b) ) , and the l ength of the , 
d:i0cnsrr;2 cannel be 3 . 5/0 .83=4.2 km (see Table 16 sectjon 
4 ~ , ChapLer il) , the linear density of electr ical charge 
distributed along the discharge channe l will be 2.6/4.2 x 
10 .. ::;= 6 . 2 x l o- 6 coul/crr, . As the mean value of t he 
p·of:-es s i YG veloci ty of the s te r,ped leaders is 4 . 4 x 10 7 
c: . ./sEOc . (see Table 15 Section 4 A, Chapter II) , the 
mt.~n electric current of a stepped l earer will be 6 . 2 x lo- 6 
x /._ . !,. ;c 107 = 270 amp. · 
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